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Aliso this week:
e Dorm dwellers to become reimbursed unless case is appealed, Campus, page |
¢ Mouth off at open mike, available at several locations in the area, Scene, page 21
¢ HSU cross country team runs away from meet with high marks, Sports, page a |
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corrections

sy Doug Georce, Keety Gurtey avo Evy Austin

ein the Sept. 15 issue of The Lumberjack,
the story “Alternative medicines help provide
sound mind, body,” containedinformation

wrongly attributed to Lezley Troxell.

Coupons offered on Web

HSU grads have teamed up with area businesses to _|- in the Sept. 15 issue, Arcata police officer
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Bobby Lucas was misidentified as a Eureka

offer coupons over the Internet.
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The state has not yet appealed
the estimated $1 million awarded
to students when a jury decided
that the HSU Housing and Dining
Services had breached the housing
contracts during the 1996-97 academic year.
Bill Bragg, the lawyer representing the students, said during a
phone interview that damages are
expected to be paid by the end of
the year, so students can expect
their money 30-60 days from then.

If the state appeals this would add
18 months to the money distribution. Bragg said that he has the list
of all students involved and will

make the contacts.
The year-long construction to
make Jolly Giant Commons adhere

to the seismic safety and disability
government mandate resulted in a

lawsuit where the students sued

jury found the state negligent.
“The university breached its
side of the contract license agreement to give a place to reside.”
Bragg said. “It promised residents
the highest priority would be place

on study and sleep.”
“The jury’s decision to compensate students is not in dollars and
cents but is based upon a 75 percent refund of what students paid,”
he said.
The case divided the students
into two groups: the primary and
secondary groups.
The primary group is the 1,200
students who lost the services of
the commons, including the
weight room and lounge. That was
everyone living in campus housing. They will each be compensated $75, Bragg said.
The secondary group is those
students who lived in the Canyon
and Cypress residential area,
which was most affected by construction. They are expected to
receive 75 percent of what they
paid the housing office. This sub-

the University because they felt
their housing contracts had been
class, consisting of 550 students,
breached.
They wanted compensation, ' will receive the appropriate
amount of the $2,300 to $3,800
partial refunds or release from their
paid to housing. Bragg said the
contracts to move out. When
money issues are being worked on
Housing and Dining Services was
by the court-appointed special
unwilling to negotiate legal actions
were taken: The state didn’t settle,

master.

Student puts up own
sy Tim Harais
LUMBERJACK STAFF

One HSU student has decided to put his
money where his mouth is trying to get the
school to convert to a much more environmentally friendly paper for printer, copier
and computer use on the campus.
Environmental resources engineering se-

appealed

nena

Students to win money
so the case went to court, and the

ampus

“Students wanted out of
the dorms because the
conditions were unlivable
while people in housing
were Calling it a minor inBitt BRAGG
Eureka lawyer representing

HSU students
HSU history graduate Andrew
McGuflin, who now attending law
school, said that for the first semes-

ter of the "96-97 academic year, he
was a living group adviser in Cypress Hall, and the second semester he was a Cedar Hall resident.
“Construction started in August
°96 and continued through the
next summer. Work started at 7 in
the morning and sometimes con-

This picture shows what the Jolly Giant Commons
looked like before its 1996 reconstruction.

upon moving in, states on its first
page: “(Housing’s) goal is to provide you with comfortable and safe
housing, as well as good dining
services — we hope to support you
in your academic pursuits by emphasizing a community atmo-

tinued until after dark,” he said.

“Students were absolutely
pissed off to be living in a construction zone,” McGuffin said.

sphere to conduct studying.”

“They wanted at least a partial
refund or to be released from their
housing contracts so they could
move out, but housing was absolutely unwilling to comply.”
The Resident Hall Life and You
Handbook, a supplement to the
housing contract that students sign

“Students wanted out of the
dorms because the conditions

were breaking bedrock. When the
foundation work started, it became

a major pain in the ass,” he said.
“At times, Granite Avenue became

one lane, and huge Dumpters with
asbestos being removed from the

ceilings were left in the path of students on their way to class,” he
said.
“Slop bins from the J were

were unlivable,” McGuffin said,

moved onto Granite, which be-

“while people in housing were call-

came a nuisance and attracted rodents such as raccoons and rats —

ing it a minor inconvenience.”
“Construction was building a
donut around the JGC, and cranes

money for Earth-friendly

SEE Lawsuit, PAGE 8

paper

working in the computer programming and
electronics fields and feels that working to

bers voiced support for Winkler’s plan and
also commended him for his generous offer.
“Being a forward-thinking campus, which
we are,” said Laura Kerr, a CSSA represen-

benefit the environment and using sustainable technologies is more important to him.
“I see this as one aspect of living a sustainable way of life and the way we are living
now is not viable in the long run,” Winkler

tative, “I think we need to rethink our bud-

get concerns.”
Winkler met with Kerr with the idea that

said.
He even went so far as to replace all of the
incandescent lights in his apartment complex to energy-efficient fluorescent bulbs.

if the switch was successful at HSU, she

convert from its current paper, which contains 20 percent post-consumer-waste recycled material to paper containing either

could help share the results for lessening environmental impact with other campuses.
The council created a committee to help
Winkler test the paper and determine the
needs and problems that may be encountered with implementation of the new pa-

50 or 100 percent post-consumer-waste

per.

easy to do the right thing.

would have said no. So I did it on my own.”
Winkler currently works at the Schatz energy research center on campus and is will-

content.
This is a pretty amazing offer, consider-

Using the figures supplied by HSU Solid
Waste Management Coordinator Alec

EMU iar

ing to invest some of the dividends that he

ing that: Winkler has calculated that it will
cost an extra $20,000 per year for the new
paper and said that he is willing to pay
$10,000 a year for the next two years to make
it happen.
“I’m trying to make it very easy to do the

Cooley, of the 27,591 reams of paper used

mentally

in 1998, Winkler calculated that if HSU

and

nior Michael Winkler has offered to pay half
of the difference in price for the school to

right thing,” Winkler said. “HSU generally
has environmentally friendly people and a

supportive atmosphere to get this started.”
Winkler presented his plan and figures to
the Associated Students Council on Sept. 13
to see if it would allocate matching funds to
make the conversion. Various council mem-

switched to 100 percent post-consumerwaste content paper, it would lead to the following savings to the environment every

year:

“I knew that if I asked the manager if I
could change the bulbs,” he said, “He

MMC
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friendly

a supportive

people
atmo

sphere to get this started.”
M
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© 1,000 large trees
¢ 246,000 kilowatt-hours of electricity

* 420,000 gallons of water
¢ 3,600 pounds of air pollution.
Not only does this different paper contain

much higher amounts of post-consumerwaste recycled material, but it is also whit-

has made from hydrogen-cell investments in

the stock market.
Winkler’s first step in trying to make a difference on campus was to volunteer to pay

for the price of converting to 100 percent
post-consumer-waste content paper for use
in the copier and printer in the Schatz center. He has since been working with Jane
Fusek, the library copy center supervisor

ened using hydrogen peroxide rather than
chlorine bleach. After the process, the hydrogen peroxide breaks down into water.
Winkler, 50, has spent the last 25 years

and Jon Greene, HSU Bookstore manager,
to switch to the new paper in the library
copy center.
[SESE
Sem

SEE WINKLER, PAGE 7
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Students work together
pHoTos BY CLaine CUNNINGHAM

LUMBERJACK PHOTOGRAPHER

-

Students and community members
worked together Saturday to celebrate
the third annual HSU Day of Caring.
More than 100 students met in the art
quad at 8 a.m. to volunteer at one of the
19 sites listed. Buses transported the

volunteers to everywhere from Manila to

Agate Beach to Eureka.

At the Manila Community Center,
where these photos were taken, four dif-

ferent projects were scheduled: removing foreign plants from the dunes, collecting trash, gardening and art and crafts
with children.

Assistant Director of New Student

Programs Issac Carter and Sharon
Chadwick, an environmental
science senior, tends the plants
in the Manila Community Center's
garden.
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Pat Fox and students from the
Jefferson Middle School (above)
pick up trash on the beach.
Exercise science senior Estee
t
Holland (far ieft) and ; CR studen
a

os

plant species from the Manila
Dunes.
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Wildlife student Tree Spang helps remove the foreign lupine

from the dunes Saturday afternoon.
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Committees keep AS busy
At the Aug. 30 meeting, Ethic

sy Tim Harais

two meetings with appointments
to the large number of student
committees, while one of the mem-

bers was not allowed to participate.
The council has already made 64
appointments to the various com-

mittees and still has 50 slots to fill.
The appointees made short presentations as to why they would
benefit the committee they wanted
to be appointed to. The council

then voted on the prospective appointees.
Trevor Hammons was not able

to participate in the first two meetings because there was some question about his academic standing.

Hammons has already completed the units necessary for an

undergraduate degree, but has yet
to pass the GWPE, a requirement
to graduate.

AS president Rob Hatfield excused Hammons from the first two
meetings and said that he hopes
Hammons will be back soon.
“The next GWPE test day is Oct.
2,” Hatfield said, “but there is a de-

cision pending as to Hammons’
status and if we need to find an interim or replacement.”

for Sammie
,

se

about the department and said that
it needs support from the students
and faculty. The ethnic studies
department currently has only two
full-time professors.
Michael Winkler made a presen-

tation at the Sept.
about his plan to get
to switch from using
post-consumer waste

13 meeting
the campus
20 percent
content pa-

per to paper that contains 50 or
100 percent post-consumer waste.
The council formed a committee to help him with determining

the campus’ paper needs and the
‘owe
and reliability of the paper
quality
eS
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he is advocating.
e One mottled white paw
The AS Council still has posi-_|
tions open for undeclared, gradu- | , Uprigh
ate and professional studies reprep rignt ears

e Silvery tail

sentatives.

AS Public Relations Coordina-

|e Greyish-black dog

tor Kris Taylor, an interdisciplinary

studies junior, said the AS fee increase, which was passed last year
will do a lot to help the “root-

SHIM aN rit
707-839-1452

bound” programs on campus.

“We can now allocate more
funds for the Multicultural Center
and the Youth Educational Ser-
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* HSU Depot Arcata + 403 2nd St. Eureka

vices house so students will enjoy

more access, and these programs
will be a more integral part of campus,” Taylor said.
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Bao made a special presentation

The Associated Students Council was kept busy during its first
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Studies Department Chair Wurlig
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25¢ coffee
all day!

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED
TO OUR

FIRST ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER. 25TH
Enter a drawing to win
free coffee

Muddy Waters mugs
are only $2.50 with
the drink of your choice!

for a month!

Live music starts at 8pm
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HSU grads create coupon Web site

SALTY’S
Surf ‘n’ Tackle

sy Scorr Aponte

money. The Internet is something

CouponsOnWeb.com offers free
coupons from merchants in Hum-

said site designer Hung P. Tsai, a
1997 journalism graduate, in a
press release.
The designers divided Coupons
OnWeb.com into categories. The

that every student has access to on

boldt County such as Pizza Hut in

user selects a category and is pre-

campus, and it was only a matter

Eureka and Fortuna, Hunan Plaza
in Arcata and Figueiredo’s Video

sented with a list of businesses that
offer coupons.

Movies.
“We designed the site to be as
user-friendly as possible without

The user then selects a business
and can print out the available coupons from that business.

without having to clip them from

a

LUMBERJACK STAFF
Coupons are a great way to save

Trinidad’s complete surfing and fishing headquarters

Four HSU graduates got an idea

to combine the two and make it
easy for students and members of
the community to get coupons

Longboards

it

spending a lot of time clicking and

SEE Coupons, PAGE 10

browsing just to get a coupon,”
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of time before the two came together.
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Superior customer support
and FREE in-home setup!

e Primary Health Care and

Diagnostic Services
e Full-Service Pharmacy
e X-ray Services

Surf the Net. Send and receive E-mail. Open your own website.
And do it all for just $19.95 a month - even less if you're already a
Cal North customer.
So if you've been looking for an Internet service provider you can
count on for quality service and outstanding value, look no further
than Cal North Cellular.
Want more info? Call us anytime at 444-2255

e Laboratory Services
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Winkler: Student lobbies for recycled ‘en
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¢ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

The copy center’s paper supplies are independent from the paper supplies of the rest of the campus, which are bought under a
single contract from a single distributor.

DOES THE THOUGHT

OF CHURCH MaKe you

Feel LiKe TH1G?

COME BUST LOOGE
WITH us!

Winkler will be selling the copy —

center the paper for the same price
as it is are paying for the 30 percent post-consumer-waste content
paper it now uses.

Vineyard of Arcata
A non-exclusive Christian Community
PO Box 5074 *Arcata,CA 95518
839-8156

Fusek is testing 10 reams each of
the 50 percent and 100 percent
post-consumer-waste content paper.
The only problem encountered
thus far is with occasional paper
jams of the 100 percent paper making double-sided copies on the

7
.G

small self-service copiers.

Winkler said that this is due to
the recycling process, which
breaks down the wood fibers into

shorter lengths than in virgin paper. The copiers use heat to fix the
toner to the paper, and with the
small rollers in the smaller copiers,
the 100 percent paper will sometimes curl and then jam when the
opposite side is being printed.
To fix the problem, they have decided to use the 50 percent paper

in the small self-service copiers and
offer the 100 percent paper as an

option on the high-speed copier.

\o

PHOTO ay JENNY Wacker

Environmental resources engineering senior Michael
Winkler, stands in front of his electric moped.
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Open Thur-Sun at | p.m. |
1908 Myrtle Ave, Eureka

Associated Students
has the following positions available:

e interdisciplinary Studies Rep.

e Undeciared Rep.

¢ Graduate Rep.

e Professional Studies Rep.
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Sign up for the Student Combo and receive a free T-shirt!

Contact Rod Hatfied
in the AS. Office:

Look for us from August 23-26 at the base of the clock overhang or visit one of these local branches to take advantage of this offer:

605 G St. (Eureka)

1103
G St.
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Lawsuit

“eee

Counseling
& Psychological

© CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
both known rabies carriers.”
“The trash cans obstructed the

Services Groups ‘99
Learning Disability Support Group

equipment — jackham-

view that traffic has of pedestrians;

Tues. 3-4:30 p.m. Begins 9/28

mers at 7 or 8 in the morn-

students also had to walk past jackhammers to class,” he said.

ing.”

McGuffin said he and his room-

Let's Talk About Sex(uality)

JASON HALL

mate at the time, Luke Serviss, a

Thurs. 5-6:30 p.m. Begins 9/30
(no sign-up necessary)
|

woken up a lot by heavy

speech communication graduate,
were the momentum behind the
“no more housing lies” flyers.

Overcoming Depression
Mon. 5-6:30 p.m. Begins 9/20

political science senior

Jasmina Allen, an environmental
science junior, lived off--campus at
the time but said she remembers
people in all her classes complaining about the noise and being
awakened.

McGuffin said that he, Serviss

and other Resident Coalition for
Housing Rebate members organized a rally during Parents Preview Week to voice their distaste
with HSU housing.
Jason Hall, a political science senior and resident of Sunset Hall at

Body Image for Women
Mon. 3-4:30 p.m. Begins 9/27
Anger Management Workshop

the time of the construction, said

Series(5 parts) Tues. 10/19-11/16
7-9 p.m. (Must attend all 5 sessions)

he remembers that “they started
pouring cement one night, and
something went wrong, but of
course they couldn’t stop, so they
continued working late into the
night.”
“I can remember getting woken
up a lot by heavy equipment —
Jackhammers at 7 or 8 in the morning,” Hall said.
Finding a seat in the dining area
was hard because large areas were
blocked off due to construction.
“At tmes the pathway to Cypress
was closed so to go from Point A
to Point B, you had to walk all the
way around because the steps were

General Relationship Issues

Wed. 3-4:30 p.m. Begins 9/29
Adults Molested as Children/Teens

Wed. 5:30-7 p.m. Begins 9/29
Assertiveness Group
Wed, 3-4:30 p.m. Begins 9/29

For more information or to sign up Call or come by Counseling &

torn down,” he said.

Psychological Services, 2™ Floor

Student Health Center Building,

Sean Kearns, assistant director

of public affairs at HSU, said housing tried to “minimize the impact
j
by offering students opportunities
to move to rooms in halls well removed from the construction.”
Housing was able to accommodate most students until later into
the year.
“Before and during the construction, letters, posters and town hall
meetings were provided to update
progress and offer venues for expressing concern,” Kearns said.
“Returning and iincoming students were sent letters saying construction would occur and cause
intrusion,” he said.

Kearns said that he is not aware
of any changes that have been
made to the housing contracts because of the lawsuit to prevent unhappy residents in the future.

eee

Room 205, 826-3236.

ts.
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The Learning Center
‘First Baptist Church
1700 UNION ST © ARCATA

© £22-0367

Little Apartments, Hse. 71
826-5217

(located on the library circle)
(Next to HOU tennis courts)

A loving family of SOO © Spiritually alive © Contemporary worship ® Relevant preaching

CUNDAY WORSHIP
® &:00- 9:30 - 11:00 A.M.
DR. CLAY FORD, PASTOR
For college students...

“BREAKFAST FOR A BUCK’ Bible Study
Cundays © Breakfast at 9:30 a.m.
(First time is free)

"THURSDAY NIGHTS AT 7:00 P.M.

| Soe ROCK SO

FELLO

FREE SERVICES TO ALL HSU STUDENTS
¢ Drop-in tutoring
¢ Small-group tutoring
¢ Study skills workshops/videos
¢ Learning and studying strategies
¢ Test prep for GWPE, GRE, etc.
« Reading and writing assistance

-« Basic skills review
_ @ ESL assistance

Open Monday-Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
These services are partially supported by Associated Students

atsnirts

‘Up to 70% off
General Books

‘the HSU Bookstore 1" tre tent | :
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2:58 p.m. Someone reported a
dog tied to a post on the west side
of the Student Business and Services building. Officers left a warn-

and coupons are available 24

caught selling marijuana.

Sept. 15, Thursday
12:40 a.m. Two men were seen

stumbling down L.K. Wood Bou-

levard. Officers determined one
man was intoxicated and the other

was helping him walk. Officers
gave the men a ride to their residences.

10:01 a.m. A student reported
to the Health Center that her
friend was being harassed by an
ex-boyfriend. The information
was collected.

was upset when told he couldn’t
tie his dog on campus while he was
in class.
6:36 p.m. Officers assisted APD
when a report came in about eight
or nine people spray painting near
Bud’s Mini Storage. The vandals
were contacted and the case was

referred to APD.

bulance was called to transport the

4:20 p.m. A glass bong was

-

9:27 a.m. A person turned in a
chocolate labrador that had been
running loose around campus. Officers contacted the dog’s owner.

Sept. 19, Sunday
2:17 a.m. Three

found in Alder Hall and slated for
destruction.

12:20 a.m. Officers responded

to let a man into The Lumberjack
office to retrieve his keys. (We
won’t name names ... Paul!)

The idea for CouponsOnWeb.
com came when one of the creators went to get a pizza and discovered that he had lost his coupon and could not find a newspaper with the couponsin it.

said Brian Wingfield, a 1998:

ers home.

3:03 a.m. Officers received a report of loud residents, who were
possibly drinking, on the first floor
of Cedar Hall. The students
agreed to be quiet and officers
didn’t notice any other violations.

Quad were found covered in toilet
paper. A case was initiated.
~Compiled by Jessica LeGrue

right into Eureka Brake and

we were going to doand the guy ©
story sat down and listenedto our —
it

son, who was sober, agreed to take

responsibility for getting the oth-

found out that others were having success with Web-based
coupons, they started calling
SWP.
“In the beginning
we would go
and approach businesses,”
said. “Now we have
Wi

“One night we were sitting

he told° ,this
and nd
arou
about

5:34 a.m. The trees on the south
side of Redwood Hall and the Hill

Sept. 18, Saturday

nsOnWeb.com also displays Web sites for local businesses, such as Consumer Credit
Counseling service in Arcata,
Hunan
Plaza
and_
the
McKinleyville Press.

Granite Avenue. Officers con-

Humboldt State Students:
Storage Made Simple
e
e
e
e
e

were

and a fourth pertacted the people,

11:48 a.m. A student passed out

person to the Mad River Community Hospital.

10:57 p.m. Officers responded
to a disturbance during the football game at Redwood Bowl between a staff member and a fan. A
case was initiated.

passed out in a parked vehicle on

9:03 a.m. Several men were re-

:

coupons.

port from a man in Gist Hall who

portedly drinking alcohol in a yellow vehicle parked in front of Gist
Hall. Officers responded and identified the car but were unable to
find the people or the alcohol.

in Forbes Complex 148. An am-

ing for the newspaper to get your

5315 p.m. Officers received a re-

Sept. 17, Friday

Sept. 16, Thursday

hours a day, so there’s no wait-

tions against tethering dogs on
campus.

9:13 a.m. A case was initiated
after a Madrone Hall resident was

However, once businesses

The site is updated frequently

ing notice about campus regula-

Sept. 14, Wednesday

a foreign concept to them.”

¢ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

HSU graduate, and partner ini
World Wide Web Promotions
(SWP),

runs

which

Web.com.

“One thing led to another and
we got the idea to put (coupons)

on the Internet.”

Wingfield said getting businesses to go along with the idea
was tough at the beginning.
“(Area businesses) thought it
was an interesting idea, but they
didn’t think it was going to
work,” Wingfield said.
“A lot of people just said come
back in a couple months. It was

pons from-more than 30 area

tracted to create the commercial

Web sit
for e
HSU athletics.
It's only a matter of time before people start to use Web cou-

pons more than coupons from

the newspaper.
of
e habit,
are creatures
“Peopl
and tradition has taught them to
pers to obtain couuse
pons,” Wingfield said. “Yes, we

but we also provide
are different,

a quicker, more convenient way

to obtain coupons.”

S Fine Arts Pottery

enery-%

Each space individually alarmed.
Accessible 7 days a week.
Fire alarm system throughout.
Dry, well-lighted spaces.
Packing materials & boxes available.

Mini Storage
180 F Street, Arcata
——$—<$—__——
re
=

PALEY

Call

822-2200

Full self-service UPS packing &
shipping service here now too!

1040 H Street ¢ Arcata
707-825-5006 _
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lucky ones that survived the oll ordeal, mingle in the recovery
on
mures, the
Comm
Marine Wildlife Care
pools maintained by staff and volunteers (lower left) at the HSU
Center. More than 100 birds have been released so far.

Humans unite to save birds

Be

Sasa

ee

sy Jen La Sara
SPECIAL TO THE LUMBERJACK
essere
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The HSU Marine Wildlife Care

Sic wiser tess.

Center, in only its second oil-spill
response effort since its establishment two years ago, has been bustling with constant activity since a
dredging ship spilled part of its fuel

ae

load just outside the bay three
weeks ago.
As of yesterday, 1,554 oil-covered birds had been brought to the
center, 643 of which were brought
in alive. More than 300 of those are
still in care and 119 birds have
been released.
Among the dead birds are 20
marbled murrelets and one brown
pelican, both of which are on the
endangered species list. As of
Wednesday, three common loons

were released at King Salmon.

sy Danan PaLmer

community ser-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

and advocacy.
“March
of

vice, education

The annual March of Dimes

fund-raiser, with an eye to the wel-

fare of life’s new arrivals, is set to
take off from Eureka’s Sequoia

Park

Saturday.

this

The Stuyvesant, a dredge ship
working to widen the entrance
channel to Humboldt Bay, spilled
2,200 gallons of fuel when the
ship’s dredging arm tore a hole in
the fuel tank on Sept. 6.
The center has been inundated

The

WalkAmerica event raises money

to improve the quality and availability of maternal and infant care.
According to March of Dimes,
WalkAmerica is the biggest walking event in the country.

“The walk is a wonderful cause,

and you are out exercising,” said

Melissa Reed, an area March of

Dimes board member-,..

The mission of the March of

Dimes is to improve the health of
babies by preventing hin defects
and infant mortality. The organization carries out this mission
through programs of research,

Dimes fights to
save

babies,”

said

Jennifer

with birds and has been operating

Moody, St. Joseph Hospital’s

marketing and
public relations
spokeswoman.
“Their money
goes toward babies born preWi
maturely, babies
March of Dimes organizers Jenni
with birth deMoody (left) and Melissa Reed show off
fects and retheir Tshirts while preparing for the
search for polio
annual event this weekend.
and neonatal
tionwide. It has involved 800,000
care.”
‘In the 27-year history of walkers, 300,000 volunteers and
WalkAmerica, the event has raised

more than 12-million sponsors.

is held in 1,480 communities na-

see WaLk, PAGE 15

$972 million nationally. The event

take area, where birds are washed

around the eyes and mouth and

given a blood test by a veterinarian on duty.
They also work in the feeding
room, where the oiled birds, de-

pending on their condition, are
given fish donated by local shops

or processed food placed directly

into their stomachs through long
tubes. Volunteers also answer
phones, do laundry and pick up
supplies.
On Friday, the volunteers began
taking blood tests to begin the releasing process for about 30 more
birds, volunteer Kelly Finn said.
Birds are cleaned and monitored
for health problems that result
when oiled birds try to preen their

feathers. The birds ingest the oil,
which affects the kidneys, liver and

beyond capacity for most of the

other major organs, causing them

unavailable for comment because
of the large number of birds needing care and the small number of

For extremely oily birds, a bit of
vegetable oil helps remove the diesel. A Water Pik is used to get un-

however, rehabilitation efforts are

“Therais something happening

past week. Representatives were

to fail.

volunteers. In spite of all the action,

der the feathers.

moving along smoothly.
“It is calm but busy. There is no
need for urgency,” HSU freshman
and volunteer at the center Dana
Palius said.
Veteran staff members and volunteers from the °97 spill are help-

in every room,” Palius said. “It is a
huge process.” _
The scene on the grounds of the
wildlife care center is one of hectic
motion. Workers in rubber boots,

gloves and white Tyvek suits move
around busily as boxes of supplies

ing to increase the center’s effi-

and oily birds are unloaded from a

ciéncy.
Volunteers have been helping

eae

in

every aspect. They work at the ina

constant stream of trucks coming

see Birps, Pace 13
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Beginners and old hands gather to fight
the effects of oil spilled on the beach
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Mentors give time where it’s needed
sy SHARON

CHapwicKk

SPECIAL TO THE LUMBERJACK
ounce of prevention is worth a
the North Coast Big Brothers-Big

senior at HSU, agrees. Perry vol-

und of cure.” Katie Martin of

unteers in the Pregant-Parenting
Adolescents In Relationships pro. She is a mentor to 16-year-

said there is a pressing need for
volunteers who will work with and
mentor high-risk children before
they get into trouble.
“This is one of the only social

old Alisha of Eureka, who has a 1-

services out there that is preventative,” she said.

The program strives to find volunteer mentors for children 7 to 17
years old, children who are at high
risk of problems because they
come from broken or troubled

families, Martin said.
Martin said the children involved

“typically don’t have family sup-

port,” and that they tend to benefit
from having mentors, who become
both friends and role models.

Perry became aware of the PAIR

in a class at HSU.
“It’s a good program to be in-

Tara Perry, a communications

Sisters program in Eureka would
certainly agree.

In a telephone interview, Martin

Young people often need assistance in raising their children, she
said.

she said, by giving young people

of lower economic status a chance
to experience new and different
things.

There is an old saying, “An

and stimulation, Martin said.

Spending time with their mentors can also expand their interests,

volved in,” she said. “I knew that
when I had time, I'd want to do it.”

Perry meets with Alisha a few

times a month to talk, go to a movie
or the park, shop or simply rent a
movie and eat pizza. She said that
Alisha is strong and outspoken and
has been through a lot in her life-

year-old child.
“She and I bonded instantly,”
Perry said.

Some of the goals of the PAIR

time.

PHOTOBY

“1 went through a lot when I was

are to provide support
and friendship for pregnant teen-

younger, so I can relate,” Perry

said. “It ends up that she’s teaching me a lot, like not to take the

agers, to help them formulate life
goals and to teach parenting skills,
Martin said.
It’s important, she said, because

simple things in life for granted.”
In a telephone interview, Alisha

said of Perry, “She’s really cool.
She gives me someone I can talk
to, relate to.”
Children remain on waiting lists
for a mentor for up to five years,

the infant mortality rate for women
under the age of 20 is 50 percent
highe than for women over 20.
Babies born to teen mothers are

at a higher risk for abuse and death

with average waits of two to three
years for boys and one year for

because they may be deprived of
nutrition, health care, nurturing

Alisha (left), and Tara Perry share time on a regular
ers-Big

Marian Brady Design

Magical Treasure Candles in many shapes and colors—
star, pyramid, heart, Saturn and birthday cake in-abox—reveal hidden treasures: messages, charms, jewels
and crystals.
Pillar Candles in colors to complei
ment our glycerine soaps. 4"or
3
6" tall.

girls, Martin said. There are fewer
male volunteers and more boys

than girls on the waiting lists, so

there are some great opportunities
out there for any men (as well as
women) who are interested in

mentoring, she said.
edrin voluntee
: For those interest
ing, the program is looking for
adults who are caring and responsible, Martin said.
She said mentors must also be
willing to make a commitment.

portant factors, she said, because

“these kids have typically been let

down by someone close to them.”
Burke said the programs are im-

t because relationships are
the building blocks of society, a
strong relationship can have farreaching effects in a child’s life.
“It’s never too late for a child to
learn relationship skills,” she said.

For more information on any of
their programs, call North Coast
Big Brothers-Big Sisters at 445-

4871.
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Sisters program.

Consistency is one of the most im-
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Come Take A Look!
455 Union Street

822-1909
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Birds: Toll higher this time
¢ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11
back from the beaches.
Around the side of the building, last weekend, a river of

people passed in and out of a

heated white tent that provides

extra space for the overflow of
damaged birds. A few of the volunteers were rinsing off bins that

contained the soiled birds.
Across the street in another

building, a circle of weary volunteers sat snacking and talking

about the day’s events while
new arrivals awaited the next
training session.
The number of birds now re-

Several HSU faculty members are involved with the
management professors Richard Golightly and David
;
Kitchen.

It was not yet fully operational

The 20-year-old victim became

at the time, awaiting bird-recov-

engaged in conversation with two

to be installed a few days after
the spill occurred. The center

annahe.
One of the men, clad in hippie

ery pools that were scheduled

men at the corner of 16th and H

quickly put up temporary pools
and went to work.
According to the Coast
Guard, the cost of the cleanup

trailing a single

a wharf piling near Eureka. The

ing in beach cleanup efforts.

The Stuyvesant spill, al-

though smaller, has resulted in
more extensive harm to the
area’s marine life because it occurred outside the bay, allowing
_ it to spread over a larger area.

head, asked the victim for money.
As the victim was reaching into
his pocket the man with the single
dread produced a small knife and
slashed him across the lower
forearm. The man grabbed the
victim’s change, then ran north on
H Street with his friend.
The suspect was described as a
white adult male, 20 to 25 years
old, 6 feet tall and 175 pounds. He
had shoulder-length brown hair
with a single dreadlock on the back
of his head, hazel eyes and a full
goatee. He was wearing a longsleeve tie-dyed shirt, baggy blue

ing the movement of the oil slick

The state is funding the

and

dreadlock from the back of his

ing, the two helicopters track-

center released 180 of the 430
birds it received for care in
1997.

regalia

This includes the cost of materials, the eight boats respond-

and the 500 people participat-

Serving the university community since 1983

A man walking toward down-

town was assaulted by two men
who approached him to ask for
money.

November 1997 when it struck

MS-DDS

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The center opened its doors
for the first time in 1997 in response to the Kure spill.

ceiving care at the center has
surpassed the number resulting
from the another spill in 1997.
The Kure spilled about 4,600
gallons of fuel into the bay in

MARK A. HISE

sy Jacos Lenman

cleanup, including and wildlife

is estimated at $800,000.

DENTISTRY

cleanup but will be reimbursed
later by the insurance company
of Bean Stuyvesant, the Louisiana-based company that owns
the damaged dredge.
The Marine Wildlife Care
Center still needs volunteers.

"SS

For information, call 826-4528.
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“and much more”
Hemp and organic cotton clothes ¢ tree-free &
recycled paper ¢ non-toxic finshes ¢ shoes, natural
bedding, and other cool stuff

CORR

>

REDW
PHOTOGRAPHY

CLASS STUDENTS
AGED
10% DISCOUNT’
on Paper, Chemicals,
Film and Supplies.
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NEW stpre in Arcata!
!
UNION TOWN
SHOPPING CENTER
825-7467
We are celebrating!

HUMBOLDT BAY
TRADE & PAWN
Jewlery
* Sports + Outdoor

Gear ¢ TV/Stereo/Video
Tools ¢ Misc. Furniture

you
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¢ Eureka
1435 5th Street
442-7777

ARCATA °

e Friendly Technical
¢ Superior E-mail

DEAL

e Free Internet Classes
°e E-Commerce Solutions
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in bottle beating

The boy who hit him was de-

two noise com-

half an hour for the officers to disAt 12:46 a.m., officers returned

Police are asking anyone who

perse the party.

ance Road turned into a multi-per-

been dispersed by police returned

who had been hit across the side
of the head with a beer bottle.

son fight after revelers who had

and started trouble.

(FALL

AMING

SEPT. 24 through OCT(2 OC
20%

eC
OFF

40%

OFF

ULTRA FRAME LENGTHS

50%
aH
——

OFF

DISCONTINUED
FRAMES
» BM

A copy of the plan is available at

the boy to call 822-2428.

The Humboldt County Library
will present a series of family storytime events, produced in partner-

Bicyclists to meet

Story Connection.

The Humboldt Bay Bicycle
Commuters Association will hold
its next meeting in Arcata at
Luzmila’s Mexican Restaurant at
13th and G streets in Arcata. Participants are invited to set the
agenda. Dinner is optional.

the “Arthur” stories by Marc”

was at the party and can identify

Public review of new
timber plan scheduled

CUSTOM FRAMES &
REDI-MADE FRAMES

.

the police sirens.

years old, 6 feet tall and 145
ounds. He was clean cut with
blond buzzcut hair. He was wear-

to the house in response to a report:of a brawl in front of the
house. They found a bleeding man

A Saturday-night party on Alli-

ing a white T-shirt and blue jeans.

Library holds family
storytimes

Organizers expect more than
1,000 people to turn out for the
ninth annual Hemp Fest West at
Redwood Park this Saturday
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
“All you hempsters come out

11:08 p.m. after
they had received
plaints.

results

scribed as a white male, about 17

and at the Arcata Library at 500
7th St.

Hemp fervor
to float through
Redwood Park

at the party at

It took about

Party

the city of Arcata Environmental
Services Department, at 736 F St.

His assailant and several other
combatants fled when they heard

Police arrived

The city of Arcata has scheduled
a public presentation and discussion of the city’s Non-Industrial
Timber Management Plan, which
is currently under review by the
California Department of Forestry
and Fire Protection.
The meeting is set for today, 6 to
8 p.m. in the Senior Dining Room
at the Arcata Community Center,
321 Community Parkway.
The new plan, is a long-term,

state-approved harvest permit
which allows the city to harvest
timber under the California Forest
Practices Rules, said Deputy Director of the Environmental Services Department and City Forester Mark Andre. It will complement the city’s existing Forest
Management Plan.

ship with KEET-TV, called The

The first program will center on

Brown. Each family attending will

receive its own copy of an Arthur
book.
The library is located at 1313
Third St. in Eureka. For information call JoAnn Bauer at 269-1910.

Longevity scholar
to hold discussion
Longevity pioneer and founder
of the conscious breathing/
rebirthing movement Leonard Orr
will discuss new approaches and
practices aimed at rejuvenating
and extending life. The presentation will be Thursday at 7 p.m. at

the Masonic Lodge, 215 Bayside

Road in Arcata.
Orr is one of the originators of

the “New Age” movement. His

breath-therapy techniques have
gained recognition by psycholo-

gists, health professionals, teachers

and industry leaders. Orr is the

author of more than 20 self-heal-

ing books, which have been trans-

lated into six languages.

SEE CLIPS, NEXT PAGE

for free fun in the redwoods,”

said Heather Rawson, a volun-

teer coordinator for the event
and environmental science major at HSU.
This year’s event will offer
bands, speakers, vendors specializing in hemp crafts, food
booths, beer from Mad River

Brewery, a raffle, voter registration and petition signing.
The Hemp Fest is organized
by the local branch of the Cannabis Action Network, a na-

tional organization that lobbies
to repeal marijuana prohibition
and promote the industrial uses
of hemp fiber.

Speakers at the event will include Denis Peron, the proprietor of the 215 Club in San
Francisco, and Jack Herer, who
wrote a book, called “The Em-

peror Wears No Clothes,” espousing the utility of hemp fiber and the hypocrisy of prohibition.
JJ. Baker, an activist and one

of the founders of the Hemp

Fest, will be on hand the Tree-

sitter Julia Butterfly will address
the crowd via cell phone.

The bands playing on Saturday include Dr. Jive Slice and
Makageddon.
Rawson

said that about 500

people registered to vote at last
year’s Hemp Fest. Organizing
hemp-minded people into a political force is the most significant part of the event, she said.
Rawson was careful to neither
endorse nor discourage marijuana smoking at this year’s
Hemp Fest.
“(Proposition) 215 patients
will be smoking there,” she said.
Proposition 215 is a citizen’s
initiative voted into California
law three years ago that allows
people to grow and use marijuana with medical permission.
Arcata Police Chief Mel
Brown said that, just as in years
past, his officers will be attending the festival.
“We will arrest and cite (for
marijuana possession) all those
that we are practically able to
deal with,” he said. “If they want

to promote industrial hemp,
then why do they go up there
and break the law?”
About 50 volunteers, most of

Video

Under New Management

Wizard

88 Sunny Brae Centre ¢ Arcata

ve

822-7905
Open 7 days a week * same day reservations before 6:30 “—

a

Adult Room
Hours
Sun-Thur tam to 9pm
‘

Fri-Sat llam to 9:50pm

them HSU students, accomplish the myriad of tasks that
make for a successful event.
“We love our volunteers,”

Rawson said.

PT D®

Walk: Help for newborns
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New

Patrick's Point

center to open
The staff of Patrick’s Point State

Park announces the grand opening

of its new visitor center on Saturday.
The new center includes dis-

plays, developed and prepared by
HSU’s department of Natural Resources Planning and Interpretation, which depict the park’s cultural history, recreational opportunities and natural resources.
Patrick’s Point is located 5 miles

north of Trinidad off Highway 101
on Patrick’s Point Drive.

Seat

available

on

wetlands committee
The Arcata City Council is now

accepting applications for an open

seat on the city’s Wetlands and
Creeks Committee.
The seven-member committee
serves an advisory function to the
Council, city manager and staff in
matters relating to the riparian,

wetland and tideland resources of
Arcata.
Members are selected for their
interest or experience in wildlife,
fisheries, watershed management,

wetland ecology, wetland/riparian

botany and water quality.
The committee meets every third
Tuesday at 7 p.m. Aplications are
due by Oct. 15 at 4 p.m. and are
available at the city manager's office.
— COMPILED BY WES SANDER
AND JACOB LEHMAN

, TARMONORYICCmTUONNC
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Last year WalkAmerica raised
the area,7and the goal
$23in,61
this year, Moody said, is
$35,000.
“We are really striving to get the
numbers up this year,” Reed said.
The money raised in the event
helps the community through
and benefits the
care p
nation through research.
“It helps the local pediatric and
(obstetrics) unit. Everyone who
has a baby benefits from it,”
Moody said.
Reed got involved with
WalkAmerica after her sister lost
a baby when it was delivered prematurely.
“It was really hard on our family,” she said. “If I could help in
any way—financially, morally or
emotionally—I wanted to try.”

March of Dimes was established in 1938 by President

Franklin Roosevelt to assist in the
fight against polio. In 1951, the
organization provided funds that

assisted in identifying all three
polio virus types. The March of
Dimes campaign against birth
defects began in 1958.
Since that point the organization has been involved in re-

searching the effects of alcohol
consumption while pregnant,

screening for mental retardation

and therapy for respiratory distress syndrome.
March of Dimes has four shortterm goals. They want to reduce
birth defects by 10 percent, to

Cotta

reduce infant mortality to seven
per 1,000 live births, to reduce
low birth weight
to no more than
5 percent of all live births and to
increase the number of women
who get prenatal care in the first
trimester to 90 percent.

According to Melissa Reed, an
area March of Dimes board member, there will be activities for the

whole family after Saturday's
event.
“It is very family-oriented and
we have a lot of fun afterward,”

Reed said.
There will be a magician,
a Jolly
Jump castle, food and drinks,

goodie bags and a display done
by the Eureka High School Navy
Cadets.
“We are going to have the giant

castle that kids can jump in.
There is going to be a magician
performing magic tricks,” Moody

said.
WalkAmerica participants can
enter individually or in teams.

“A lot of local businesses support teams. There are also a lot

of individual participants,”
Moody said.
There will also be prizes
awarded to the top fund-raisers
and walkers raising more than
$100.

ON-CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY
Sundays at 6:30 p.m.
Siemens Hall 120

istration starts at 9 a.m.and
the 4.5-mile walk will be held
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Further information about the
event can be obtained from the
gift shops at St. Joseph Hospital

and Redwood Memorial Hospital.

WORSHIP each Sunday morning at 9:30 a.m.
Lutheran Church of Arcata, 151 E. 16th Street
Carl Stenzel, Lutheran
Campus Minister.
822-5117
lutheran@axe.humboldt.edu

lumberjack.
humboldt.
edu
you'll
be glad you did
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BLACK & WHITE COPIES
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I includes blow dry

1618 G ST.

t

24 HOURS
nf / 7 DAYSoh A A.WEEK

"

| CONNECTION

Express Yourself”
cata & by the fo

1 Haircut

5

822-8712

on the plazain

Off Any

127 & G STREETS
Expires 12/31/99

4 RCRA

622.5720 i

¢ 30 years in the
same location

Spee , wash

Assault—

Show us your HSU ID card*
and we’ll give you

10%

¢ Same low prices
¢ 36 washers to

© CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13
jeans, canvas skateboarding
shoes and a hemp necklace.
His friend was described as a
white adult male, 25 to 35 years

off!

old, 6 feet 2 inches tall and 180

choose from,

pounds. He had dark brown,

wavy hair falling to the middle

including four 3O\b.
and four 50\b.

ec

of his back, dark brown eyes, a

pockmarked face, and several
days worth of beard. He was
wearing a black long-sleeved
shirt and black pants.
Arcata Police Sgt. Thomas
Dewey called the knifing an isolated incident but said that his
department is “continually frustrated by the panhandling is-

washers

¢ 30 dryers to choose
from, including two
50\b. dryers

if you don't have time to do your laundry, we'lldo it for you!
Plenty of parking, located close to downtown
Tith& F Streets

sue.”

“We can’t do anything about
simple panhandling,” Dewey
said, even though APD receives
complaints on a regular basis
about the amount ofbegging on

hunanplaza.com

761 8th St. ° On the Arcata Plaza
Call for to-go orders or reservations
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A German Restaurant in Blue Lake
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gal not to bathe,” he said. “But
we don’t encourage people to
give money to panhandlers.”

*Student, staff and faculty ID cards must be valid for the Fall 1999 semester.
Limit one discount per person per day. Tax and tips not included.

<i

(707)822-8967 (800)827-8960

t

city streets.
“People have a right to hang
out on the sidewalk, and asking
for money is free speech. It’s le-

AMets”

305 Blue Lake Boulevard
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Loving life as a lesbian
Personal trials and triumphs of being gay in Humbolat
py Keecv Gurty
LUMBERJACK STAFF

You’ve probably walked past her at
school on occasion. She may have even
been your waitress if you've visited New
Fortune Chinese Restaurant in Arcata.
And still you might ask yourself, “Why
else would a girl shave her head?”
Seeing girls with shaved heads in
Humboldt County isn’t all too extraordinary, but yeah, she is a lesbian.
Shanna Levine is also a remarkable
women who has worked through her
struggles to become who she is, and she
is now enjoying the woman she has become.
Levine describes herself as “a courageous and honest giant.” The 21-yearold child development and women’s
studies double major declares this is the
motto she tries to live by.
“It wasn’t an easy trip getting from
where I started, to who I am today,”

Levine said. “For years after | was mo-

lested by my grandfather, I had low selfesteem.
This festered inside of me for so long
that it became something like a self hatred. Then it grew toward others, even

people I loved the most,” she said.
Coming to terms with this took Levine
two years at a school directed toward
emotional growth and brutal honesty.
“] was not always a courageous and

honest giant. Those were things I had to
learn how to be,” she said.
“I got through it by facing it, talking
about it — exposing it over and over,
made it real and made me accept it.
Life is wonderful when you have
nothing to hide.”
At HSU, Levine partici- .
pates in rallies and open- *
mike sessions like Take Back
the Night, sponsored by the
college’s Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual ®
and Transgender Student Asso“Aaa
ciation. She hopes to get her sie
story out and motivate others’
to do so as well.

“Sharing my experience with

her experience could possibly help other
women furthered the incentive to
_ keep talking.
“Helping women to end op). pression is a passion I’ve always had,“ Levine said.
“There’s a phrase which
says, resolve in order to
_.s stand firm. I fully take
~ this to heart. Unless issues are dealt with, they
will control you,” she said.

Levine’s desire to help other
women brought forth more
knowledge about herself.
as

Yi

and let go of the secrets,all the lies.

“Every time I have re-

4 alizations of things that
“make me happy, a hollow part of me is filled up in-

4

others gives courage to come forth

Mypaite

side,” she said.
It’s an extremely emotional
4:
‘¥
“I haven’t changed my person,
process,”she said.
,
f I’m just so excited to say I love
Telling her story was not simpli aa‘ ‘ae
#. women. It makes me happier,
self-serving motive. Not only did it
stronger, and more confident in
help Levine realize who she was, but §
myself because it’s a part of me.”
it also enabled others to conquer their
Although Levine considers herown demons and become whole once
ye“
selfalesbian,
she said that she has
more.
not experienced a sexual relation“Where I find pasfesse
in bens vene ship with a woman beShanna Levine,

sion, that is what I do,”

—

_

oon

a child

development and women's

say dif

“I know it to be true

1"

studies major, a lesbian and,

(my sexuality) with-

Me
makesitand
something
happy, embrace
make it a part of my life.”

Halloween, a blossoming
99 wep,
go

out even
P
: experiencing it’

om

things, and

The realization that

SEE LOVING, NEXT PAGE

Gays and Christians go head to head
Forum provides opportunity to explore wing
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the forum,
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GLBTSA

members

audience listened politely, giving the speakers the forum they’d hoped for, even though
two panelists condemned the gay lifestyle.
Phillip Lee, founder and director of His

“Hi. I am gay.”
Have you heard this statement lately?
Chances are, here in Humboldt County, this
is not the conversation starter of choice.
Homoscxuals, bisexuals and transgenders
who call this coast home may not always feel
comfortable expressing their sexuality because of stereotypes and
negative reactions.
However, in the hope of increasing comfort
levels, people can participate in a variety of
organizations.
The HSU Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and

Transgender Student Association is one
such organization.
Co-chair Jodi Mulligan, a journalism jun-

ior, said that the organization makes a point
about being open.
“It’s an “We want peopleto
open
feel comfortable
in the
door,” she

said. “We
put
no

room.
it's an anony-

pressure on
people to

group, but we
Stress
that it is not OK

come

to

out

(about be-

out

people.”

ing homo-

Jovy MULLIGAN

sexual).”
Mulligan

GLBTSA co-chair

said

that

some people come to the meetings and just
listen while others actively discuss issues.
“We relate stories about our own experiences, such as parents’ reactions,” she said.

“We talk about what we went through (when
telling parents).”
The club has between 25 and 35 people
attending their Thursday night meetings,
Mulligan said.

gathered

in a “circle of love.”

the gay lifestyle is “an acquired behavior.”
“When it comes to sex, there are two

choices: heterosexual, monogamous marriage or abstinence. If you are single, you
don’t have sex,” he said.

Way Out Ministries, called the gay lifestyle
inappropriate. He said that it was just like
any other sin.
Through Christ, one could repent and be

against others closes your heart a little more

redeemed of gay, behaviors and desires. He
argued that people are not born gay, but that

See Forum, PAGE.19

Javan Reid, pastor of Grace Good Shepherd Church, disagreed. “Every judgment

Building a gay-male communication network is one project that Mulligan is especially interested in tackling this semester.
“The support network is not as strong
here for males as females, compared to San
Francisco,” she said. “(We'd like to) give
them space to meet, talk and socialize.”
GLBTSA also gets involved in political
issues. The Knigh t Initiative, a ballot initia- —
tive for the 2000 election that would make
homosexual marriages illegal, is one issue
that Mulligan said the group would be active against.
“We will be tabling in the quad, | planning
a rally and getting information out,” she said.
Religious studies senior Bernie Kaufman,
the male co-chair of the group, said that the
club will also be active on National Coming
Out Day on Oct. 11 and World AIDS Day

=

field by being able to express his point of
view in a “loving, persuasive way.”
The panelists took turns speaking. The

*

f
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other,” she said.

‘

4

sy Doua Geornae

ers and movie nights to get to know each

bs

Be
"

Campus club
offers open door

“Our focus is on social interaction, mix-

Py)

Straining to hear four speakers representing different views last Thursday in the
music building’s Fulkerson Hall, members
and supporters of the gay and Christian
communities filled the seats and lined the
aisles, spilling into the foyer.
HSU religious studies professor William
Herbrechtsmeier organized a panel for a forum in which intellectual ideas could be exchanged. The forum addressed issues involving homosexuality and Christianity.
He did not hope to change minds, but said
that the ideas could make serious inroads to
those searching for answers.
Clayton Ford, pastor of Arcata First Baptist Church, hoped that through this forum,
he could disassociate from Christians who
hate gays. He wanted to level the playing
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Loving: woman finds comfort in being open
¢ CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
One incident in particular
changed Levine’s life forever. For
six days this past summer, at what
is called “Michigan ’99,” Levine

had the opportunity to be in the
wilderness with several bands,

workshops and women only.
Michigan °99 is a music festival at-

tempting to unite women and celebrate diversity.
“Imagine being amongst 6,000

women, coming from every place
imaginable, to unite for the sake of
women,” Levine said. “The feeling
was amazing, so overwhelming to

have

sO

man

y

women ll
around.
“There

was a feeling
of complete
safety, like a
haven,

where you
knew
you
wouldn’t get
into mixed

him, not sexually anyway. We were
just comfortable together. You
know, compatible.”

“He always told me that I was a
lesbian. He’d joke that I judged
girl’s butts more than he did,”

Levine said.
Sexual preference can also have
a big effect on family members. At

“I always thought my hair to be
a huge distraction,” she said.
“People used to always notice my

hair, telling me
how beautiful
it was. I was

beautiful without my hair
too.”
Admittedly,
she was a quite
a bit scared
when she did
it.

Her shaved
head is often
company.
the first thing
We all reothers notice.
spected the
It was the most
land, took
Levine and her brother Aaron
obvious
care ofit,and after she shaved her head.
change, and
enjoyed each
amusingly, Levine said, when
other’s company. Every second
people started wondering about
was pure bliss,” she said.
her sexuality.
This event, Levine said, marked
“I think it’s really funny that
one turning point in her life.
when I had long hair, no one would
“Michigan ’99 stamped my
whole passion and desire to be in- wonder or even care if I was a lesbian. Now, it suddenly makes me a
timate with a woman. I don’t consider it “coming out” as most do. I different person. People sure have
funny qualifications for believing
think of it as ‘coming to.’ Seeing

women safe, powerful, and happy
made me realize what I wanted,”

she said.
Many theories have been presented when it comes to homosexuality but Levine thinks she has

been a lesbian her entire life.
Looking back, Levine said her
life was pretty “normal.”
“I even had a boyfriend of two
years,” she said. “It’s funny
though; I was never attracted to

one is gay,” Levine said.

One thing about gay people,
Levine said, was that they seem
more happy in general.
“They're forced to rely on ex-

actly who they are, and if others
don’t like it, oh well. Life has to go
on. When you've got nothing to
hide and better yet, you’re proud
of who you are, it makes it really
easy to be happy,”she said. “It
makes life genuine.”

what | wanted.”
SHANNA LEVINE
child development and
women’s studies

The friends in Arcata make a
huge difference, Levine said.
“It’s not hard for me to be me,

say, in L.A. It’s just a lot lonelier

because there aren’t a lot of people
who can actually like me for who I

am, so it’s a lot happier to be with

people who can know you and accept you,” she said.
Arcata has been Levine’s home
for nearly four years. Here, she has
taken on what she considers to be
a feminist role in life, fighting for
the movement of women who are

“striving to be free of oppression.”
“Women should play an active
role in society,” Levine said, “and
feel free to do and be as they wish,

without being stifled by the constraints of society.”
One area program she participates in is called “Streamway.”

This program, affiliated with Red-

woods and Rivers and Humboldt
Women For Shelter, gives domestically abused women and children
the chance to experience safety,
friendship and support amongst

women.
“It’s so awesome!” she said. “We
take women on retreats where we

camp and raft down local rivers in
Humboldt County. It’s a bonding

experience and it feels so good to
be able to help these women who
need it.”
If there is one thing Levine possesses, it is love. She attributes it

to one thing.
“Being comfortable with who
you are, and not worrying about
what other people think of you is
the only way to be truly happy,”
Levine said.

Club West in Eureka attracts all lifestyles when it becomes

¢ CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

any sexual relations before marriage is sinful.
Ford quoted many scriptures

... until your heart is stone-cold

from the New International Version of the Bible. His most fre-

shut,” Reid said.

He stressed the teachings of

quent support
was
Corinthians

Jesus that say, “Judge
not that ye be not
judged.”
He added that a
loving, monogamous
relztionship is what
is
important,
whether or not it is
homosexual or heterosexual.
“Forgive (these
critics) for they do

6:9-11:

“Do you not
know that the
wicked will not

inherit the kingdom of God?
Do not be deceived: Neither

the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor male

not have a clue about
what is going on
here,” Reid said.

Ford

opened

prostitutes nor

by

homosexual offenders ... will

asking for forgiveness from the gay
community for all the
hate and name-calling done by so many
Christians.
He
agreed with Lee that
homosexuality is a

inherit the kingJenny Phelps, HSU’s
health educator,(with

sign) gets into the
action during the rally.

sin,also stressing that

a=
a=
a=
a=
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Eureka

speaker for the eveni

the importance ofalo
ship. He doesn’t wan
think they have to choc
being Christian and be
He likened living het
homosexual to drivir
models of cars.

“It doesn’t matter if
Ford or a Chevy, but |
drunk, it’s wrong
no matter what

you’re driving,”
he said.

After the panelists
expressed
their respective
views, the crowd

asked questions.
Comments
flected
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Community
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first liberations that took place.”
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offer @ sate, social hangout for alternative lifestyles
sv Keecy Guary
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Arcata and Eureka may not be
the most exciting cities in the
world, but they are host to some
of the few sites for nightlife on the
alternative side. Arcata’s Jambalaya
bar was rumored to be a favorite
hangout for gay, lesbian and bisexual people, but that was before
it closed down.

These days, more action tends to
be seen at The Alibi on the Plaza,

and Club West on 5th and G

streets in Eureka. HSU student
Amy Friess, 24, calls The Alibi “a

good home-base bar.”
“It’s the type of bar,” Friess said.

“where there are a lot of alterna-

tive people, but everyone is really
PHOTO By Liam CLEMONS

9s Ciub Triangle on Sunday nights.

mellow.”
Friess describes the crowd as

neither gay nor lesbian, but “just a
lot of types of people.”
“We (lesbians) don't
¢
get any shit
from anyone there,” she said.
Each bar along the Plaza has its
own personality and reputation.
General consensus labels Sidelines
as a place where more athletes
hang out, whereas Toby and Jack’s
hosts a more “preppy” crowd.
Arcata resident Pat Murphy, 24,

agreed. “Sidelines is definitely
where more jocks hang out, but
The Alibi has a more mixed
‘ crowd.”

Child

development

women’s studies major Shanna
Levine, 21, said that The Alibi was

a usual meeting place, especially
for groups of women.
“I heard about it through word
of mouth, and I think it just spread
that way,” she said.

“There was no place we could
comfortably go where it’s also safe.

losexuality debated in heated discussion
d ... (and) justified in the name

“How can a same sex relation-

rum interview, added that the

e Lord Jesus Christ ...,” Ford

ship reconcile the command given

Opposing opinions expressed by

by God to multiply and replenish

Lee and Ford did not pay atten-

the earth?” an audience member
asked, supporting Lee and Ford’s
point of view.
“It can’t,” Ford agreed.
A young woman stood and passionately defended her sexual orientation.

tion to detail.
“The Bible condemns many

> suppcrted Lee’s idea that hoexuali:y could be changed

ugh C} rist.

2rbrechtsmeier,

the

last

ker for the evening, stressed
mportance ofa loving relation-

. He doesn’t want people to

Herbrechtsmeier is willing to

gy Christian and being gay.
likened living heterosexual or

speak at more seminars dealing

ing shouts and applause from the

doesn’t matter if you drive a

audience.
Herbrechtsmeier, in a post-fo-

or a Chevy, but if you drive

being with gay people, especially
if it’s in a safe place,” she said.
The only drawback on on Sunday nights, according to Levine,
is the lack of music variety.
“I’m not complaining because I

is welcome here.”
When it comes to dancing, however, Sunday nights belong to Club
Triangle at Club West.
It is the area’s largest dance party
for alternative lifestyles. Every Sunday, for $5 and those 18 years of
age and over, Club West plays fast
music that gets the energy flowing.
Levine doesn’t go to Club Tn-

times I come here, the music stays
relatively the same.”
One great thing Levine says, is
that she feels safe at the club. “I
don’t get harassed or stared at the
way I do in other places. It’s a dif-

angle to drink, but simply to dance.

ferent energy.”

“I love seeing different types of
people. It’s no different than another place where people meet one

For those 21 and over, a stocked
bar is available, and the club is

like the music, but there is so much
out there, and for the amount of

open until 2 a.m.

are good that society today definitely rejects, such as slavery.”

“If being with another woman

osexual to driving different

there. It’s an energy thing. I enjoy

“It also says that many things

brings me true joy, I don’t see why
I should have to give that joy up to

els of cars.

ally stiff drinks,” she said.
Alibi owner Justin Ladd’s only
comment was, “We appreciate
everyone’s business, and everyone

another, but I just like to
dance,”she said.
She was also quick to point out
that not only gays and lesbians
come to Club Triangle.
“There are all types of people

things that today’s society
deems as acceptable,” he said.

< they have to choose between

believe in Christ,” she said, bring-

and

The Alibi was always welcome to
that,” Levine said. “I don’t even
drink all the time. I go to enjoy the
energy.
The Alibi also has another reputation, according to Friess.
“They make good food and re-

with homosexual issues, as well

as issues concerning women in
Christianity and battered
women. He deems these topics
“cutting-edge Christianity.”

PHOTO By Liam Ciewons ,

Panelists (from left,) Phillip Lee, Clayton Ford, Javan Reid and William
Herbrechtsmeier answer questions from the audience at Thursday’s forum.
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Great Food, Great Beer.
Prices reduced on your favorite appetizer items a

4-6 p.m.
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James R. Barnes, O.D.

Complete Eyecare
Congratulations to the Lady Jacks
Softball & Women's Crew!

s of view.

20% Student Discount
Credit card or cash ¢ Most insurances accepted

EYEGLASSES
CONTACT LENSES
Wednesday evening appointments available

YOU'RE JUST 10 MINUTES AWAY!

FOOD SERVED UNTIL MIDNIGHT ¢ HAPPY HOUR MON.-FRI. 4-6 P.M.
617 4TH STREET ¢ EUREKA © 445-4480

851 Bayside Rd., Suite B ¢ Arcata
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Support Groups:

a

1

GLBTSA: HSU's gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender student group —
meets Thursdays at 7 p.m. in House 55.
Integrity: for gays, lesbians, bisexuals, transgenders — meets 2nd Tuesdays at
6 p.m. at the Christ Episcopal church in Eureka.

College of the Redwoods gay/ lesbian/bi club: meets Wednesdays at 11:30 a.m§

in the Forum Theatre room 103.

|}

‘

|| PFLAG: for parents and friends of lesbians and gays — meets 2nd Tuesdays at 7

7 p.m. in the HSU Library.

eS

') The Center: Eureka’s lesbian and gay community center located at 235 4th St.
for voice mail and recorded calendar call 444-1061.

= | Publications:
| The L Word: an Arcata newsletter for lesbians — P.O. Box 272, Bayside, 95524 ne

Bay
for lesbians from Women Of Mendocino
_ | W.0.M.B. witha view:a newsletter
a
|)

P.O. Box 1411, Mendocino, Calif. 95460
We the People: a gay and lesbian paper from Santa Rosa — distributed free

=] gust for Us: a newsletter for children of gays and lesbians — 2300 Market St.

#165, San Francisco, Calif. 94114
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very few support re-
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SPECIAL STUDENT RATE!
FREE
month
First
$14.95/mo.
regularly $19.95/mo.
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16th & G Streets * Arcata

http://www.foggy.net

people to meet other gay people

ee
& espresso
“local organic coff
.

»

822-0360

826-1478

ina non-sexual (envirc nment).”
San Francisco and Sonoma
Counties have social events that
go further than sexual connections and opportunities for
sexual contact.
“Things go beyond the bar
scene,” he said. “There are
sports groups, support groups

and other groups.”

said that some of the
Kaufman
social events that GLBTSA
hosts include bonfires on the

beach, night hikes and dances.

THANK YOU

All of these events have less

Conveniently Located |

Wildlife Care Center

Across From HSU Library

for your hard work to

clean & save the birds after
the oil spill
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other resources for homosexuals in Humboldt County include The Center in Eureka
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Play, sing or speak; the mike is open
Freedom of expression and a forum for creativity at open-mike
sy Jenna DanigLs

crowd, some nights are pretty
quiet, so we would let them go a
LUMBERJACK STAFF
little longer,” he said.
Amanda Jones, a student from
On any given night at 8 you
could be hanging out listening to » College of the Redwoods, runs the
music and poems, drinking coffee open-mike nights at Sacred
and socializing with friends— but Grounds and said the speakers get
five minutes, and the musicians

where?

and singers get 10. The sign-ups
start at 7 p.m. and the show starts

If you like, you can pick a warm,

cozy family-room atmosphere,

at 8.

equipped with sofas and a piano,
or a big hardwood floor, packed

with

many

People of all ages fill both of the
shows. Most

so

stu-

people said

that
—
eople are

“§ think it's cool that they let

just have to

RYAN SWEATT

eT ee
o trade o

ettng in SMMlyone up there tO GxPPESS — berween the
con senieesirowsoor. on theYou themselves.”
open-mike regular

Marty Flashman, a professor in
the math department who runs the
open-mike night at Redwood Yogurt, said that there is a wide range
of people who come in to partici-

pate.

The allotted time given to each
person depends on how many
people have signed up.
“If the list gets to be reasonable,
I try to keep the readers around 5
minutes, musicians and singers get

15 minutes. Musicians take 3 to 5

minutes to set up,” Flashman said.
“Time frame depends on the

Lucas said, “I prefer Redwood Yogurt. The people are more into
what you are saying.”

He said that Sacred Grounds “is

more eclectic.”

A Thursday-night regular, Ryan
Sweatt, said he preferred Sacred
Grounds.
3
“I think it’s cool that they let any-

one up there to express them-

selves.”
The venues are different for the
simple fact that Sacred Grounds

oe
PHOTO BY KaisT:

has a bigger space in which to play.

Brett Matusek reads a story at Sacred Grounds open-mike night Thursday.

much more family-styled atmo-

the added bonus of microbrews.

However, Redwood Yogurt has a

sphere. Six Rivers Brewing Co. has

Sophomore voice major, Rosalia
Panofsky was raised on a Celtic

commune, where she learned how

very rare that the audience is not

polite,” he said.
“They always applaud. The
people who perform feel like they

are listened to.”
‘to sing at an early age.
Jones, the Sacred Grounds
She said she is a regular at Saopen-mike
cred Grounds and sings “every
~ director, said
week, usually with a big group.”
that probRachel Velen, also a sophomore

“We've had a couple of incygients
where people have been a ligde off
the wall, but as long as theggfon’t
offend anybody I let them guy Just
as long as it stays stable, the I al-

at Sacred Grounds.

“I’ve never sung my songs in
front of more than two people before.” she said.

But she said she really felt good
about it and added, “I'd totally
come again.”
“Last time I came to Sacred
Grounds people were playing Uno

ewoTo ey Karst: Suuivan

Rachel Velen plays at open-mike night at Sacred
Grounds.

and were shouting and stuff.”
Velen said she prefers Redwood
Yogurt over the rest, “The Redwood Yogurt was really quiet.”
Flashman said he has been to the
Sacred Grounds open-mike night.
“There’s a different kind of atmosphere; the Redwood Yogurt
audience, be it small or large, whatever the performer is doing, it’s

lems

don’t

often occur
but

that

sometimes

get
people
carried away.

i.

low it,” Flashman said.

Six

be

The |;

"They always applead.

voice major, sang a song she wrote

SULLIVAN
ee)

ing Co.

Sociology sophomore David
eee ee

Yogurt, Sacred Grounds, Blue
Moon Café and Six Rivers Brew-

scenes.

ee ee

Redwood

ferent

Seehe eee

choose:

ence the dif-

people who perform ‘a feel like

Mondays,

they are listened to.

Redwood Yo-

Marty FLasHMAN

Redwood Yogurt open-mike
director

“We had
to pull a guy
down because hejumpedupthere
when it wasn’t his turn,” he said.

the

Blue

gurt and Sacred Grounds’

open-mike
nights are on
Thursday and

Moon

Café

in

McKinleyville has open-mike on
the second Tuesday of every
month, with sign-ups a day in ad-

Jones said that the noise problem
isn’t really an issue with Sacred
Grounds because people should
understand it is going to be noisy.
“Even though I play here, I real-

vance. Muddy Waters in Arcata

are using as a venue. I think we

Moon Café at 839-4623, Six Riv-

ize that this is a coffee shop that we
need to respect that,” he said.

Flashman said Redwood Yogurt
is pretty quiet with few problems.

said they will have an open-mike
night, but don’t yet know when.

For more information call, Blue

ers Brewing Co. at 839-7580,
Redwood Yogurt at 826-7677 or

Sacred Grounds at 822-0690.
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Café Tomo

brings Rockabilly singer Johnny

Dilks

Johnny Dilks takes honky-tonk retro scene to new levels with Acres of Heartland CD
By Jenna Daniecs

he said in a telephone interview.
“In 1989-90, I wanted to have a
rockabilly band, and I was playing
guitar, and I couldn’t find a singer.”
At 21, Dilks bought an antique
restoration shop, Heritage Repai

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Johnny Dilks and His Visitacion
Valley Boys’ debut album “Acres
of Heartache,” is a lively shoe-tapping, rockabilly flaring, western
swinging, unique styling album.
The band will be featured at Café
Tomo tonight, starting at 8.
Dilks and his band have played

at Café Tomo once before and have
been playing togther since 1996.
They have carved a niche in the
honky-tonk retro scene.

bor, but she still had a boyfriend.”

Dilks said he used to get into a
lot of trouble but has mellowed out
a lot over the last few years.
He recalled a time when playing
at Highball, a club in San Francisco, and he got into an argument
with an audience member.
“I had some guy heckle me, so I

in San Carlos, which he still owns

and operates.

“I worked at Heritage Repairs at
age 13 and bought it out at 21,” he
said.
He works there five days a week
but said, “I would give it up if I
could make more money making
music.”
The real break came for Dilks in

took him outside,” he said. “I was

never asked to play there again.”
Dilks doesn’t watch television.
Instead he reads and listens to
music.
The last book he read was
“Among the Thugs,” by Bill

The San Francisco-based band
consists of Paul Wooton on guitar,
Billy Wilson on steel guitar, Brian

asked to tour the West Coast by

Godchaux on fiddle, mandolin

John Steinbeck’s “Grapes of

one of his heroes, Charlie Louvin.

Wrath,” for the third time.

and vocals, Brendan Ryan on upright bass and Pat Campbell on
drums.
Now 27, Dilks’ interest in singing started early. His aunt gave him

her rockabilly record collection.
“As a young boy, I got interested

in western swing music from working at a sign shop,” he said.
Dilks was in a punk band for a

1998 when he and the boys were

Bufford, and before that he read

Dilks spent about two years tak-

Dilks enjoys many different types
of music from gospel to jazz but
says that the mainstream swing-

ing singing and yodeling lessons.
He said yodeling was a very difhi-

cult thing to learn. He had to practice over and over.

blues music is not that great.

“] think it is great for the bands
that are playing, but I personally
think that they all lack balls,” he

Dilks wrote 11 of the 15 tracks
on his album.

“They came from personal expe-

said.
The tour has 11 stops, with five
in California.
Tonight’s show has a $5 cover

rience,” he said

*“Check’s in the Mail’ is about
my hate for the IRS,” Dilks said.
“My Dumb Heart’ was written

short time and then found more of
what he was looking for when he
Joined a rockabilly band at 19.

by (Wilson) and is his mid-life cri-

“TI started out as a guitar player
and never wanted to be a singer,”

sis, and ‘Close but so Far Away’ is
about me sleeping with my neigh-

charge, and you must be 21 years
or older to attend. For more infor-

PHOTO COURTESY
OF Loni Eanes

mation call Café Tomo at 822-

Urban cowboy Johnny Dilks performs his western
swing music at Café Tomo tonight.
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Monday-Friday

11 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
com

Sat. 11a.m. - 6 p.m.
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Sun. 12 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Handblown Glass
Art ¢ Incense

Disc Golf Supplies
Clothing
“Raw” Glass Materials
and much, much more!
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thnic
Colorado-based band Leftover Saimon brings its self-described “polye
slamgrass” to the Arcata Community Center on Friday.

Cajun

OC?!
_[
a,

Leftover Salmon to dish it up

Shortly after the two merged,

bassist Tye North and drummer
Jeff Sipe joined the crew to form
what they describe as “polyethnic
Cajun slamgrass.”
Leftover Salmon takes one on an
excursion into a neo-hippie genre
few knew of before, and that is be-

coming more popular throughout
the country. This band rocks — it’s
groovy, humorous, rowdy and

spiritually uplifting.

pendently released its first album,
“Bridges To Bert,” followed by the
live album “Ask The Fish”in 1995.
Its then signed with Hollywood
Records in 1997 to produce “Euphoria” and re-release “Ask The
Fish.”

Done it That Way?”

“Vince and Waylon took turns
singing verses and it was really

cool. Then John Popper (of Blues
Traveler) played harmonica on

its sound has evolved since the
Cajun-zydeco style of the first albums.
With the help of producer
of
out
Scruggs
Randy

Sam Bush, Lucinda Williams, Bela

introduced some country sounds

and meshed them with its already
eclectic conglomeration of bluegrass, blues and rock ’n’ roll.
The guest list on the album is
outstanding and a reason to check
out “The Nashville Sessions.”

=

‘

™

eR
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Fleck, Widespread Panic’s John
Bell and Del and Ronnie
McCoury.

General admission tickets are
$14 and are available at The Metro

CDs and Tapes, Café Tomo, Pa-

cific Paradise, and People’s
Records in Arcata. Tickets can also
be purchased at Tune Town in
McKinleyville and The Works in
both Arcata and Eureka. The door
open at 8 p.m.

1027

I Street

Arcata, CA
New & Used Guitars from...

95521

Martin, Taylor, facoma,
Fender, Seagull _ [822-6264
www.wildwoodmusicarcata.com/wildwood

Enjoy tapas on

the Patio
Summer outdoor dining nightly

And Sangria on Sundays
el

Fresh

° Baked

° Smoked

a

song, ‘Love in My Baby’s Eyes.’ It’s

a wonderful song,” Emmitt said.
Other guest contributors include

Nashville, Tenn., Leftover Salmon

§}

Come check out our great selection and prices!

‘The Other Side.’
“But my favorite session was
with Taj Mahal, when we sang his

The band’s newest album, “The

Nashville Sessions,” reflects how

Tobacco* Herbal Blends*Lighters
Handblown Glass Accessories

=

In 1992, Leftover Salmon inde-

short guitar interlude on ‘Another
Way to Turn, and Waylon Jennings
did his song ‘Are You Sure Hank

&

player Drew Emmitt and banjo/
five-string dobro player Mark
Vann’s band, Left-Hand String
Band.

American roots music. They put
on one of the wildest and most potentially hilarious dance parties
you may ever attend.”

Todd and the Monsters) did a

Sa.-8

Herman’s band, The Salmon
‘Heads, and vocalist/mandolin

hell out of any and all kinds of

THE EMERALD CURTAIN f
SMOKESHOP

@&B))\\

Brace yourselves, bluegrass fans.
Something fishy is headed to the
Arcata Community Center and
waiting to be eaten up by groovemongers of the North Coast on Fnday night. It’s time for some Leftover Salmon.
Hailing from Boulder, Colo.,
Leftover Salmon has been getting
its groove on since the 1990
merger of vocalist/guitarist Vince

ported the Village Voice, “this ensemble has the chops to play the

e«

LUMBERJACK STAFF

also featuring

»

into an over-pressurized can,” re-

“We did have some great recording sessions,” Emmitt said to the
Colorado Daily.
“Todd Park Mohr (of Big Head

=

“Like a weeklong folk fest packed

ae

sy Jenny WALKER

am .

¢ Spreads

Ask for them in your favorite Market, Deli or Restaurant

TOFU SHOP Specialty Foods, Inc.

100 Ericson Ct., Suite 150, Arcata, CA 95521 - Phone/Fax: 707 - 822 - 7401

Barcelona Cafe
Wed - Sun 5:30 - 9 p.m. © Fri & Sat until 10 p.m.
30 Sunny Brae Centre, Arcata 822-6101
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Center Arts brings Los Angeles-based band Ozomatli to HSU Sunday and Café Tomo
features Kool Keith Friday.

eel Ed 13

DR. JIVE SLICE
ee

Ozomatli at Kate Buchanan Room;
Kool Keith to play at Café Tomo

xf

Fresh from its tour with Santana,

and seniors. They are available at

Ozomatli brings its 10-piece band,
that features a mixture of hip hop,

The Works in Arcata and Eureka,
the Outdoor Store in Arcata, the

salsa, ska, funk and jazz.

The show will be Sunday in the
Kate Buchanan Room at HSU.
Doors open at 8 p.m. and tickets

Metro CDs and Tapes in Arcata
and the University Ticket Office at
HSU.
Kool Keith with DJ Spoky will

are $15 general,

play at Café Tomo Friday. Doors

$10 HSU students

open at 8 p.m. and the show will
start at 9 p.m. The show is $15.

Keith has proved he can hold his
own against rap’s new players with
the release of his new album,

“Black Elvis/Lost in Space.” He

takes chances by meshing smooth
rhythms and hyperactive funk.

Student Health Cen
© Women’s and Repecdecine
Health Services
© Primary Health Care and
Diagnostic Services
© Full-Service Pharmacy
© X-ray Services
© Laboratory Services
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plays for the community.
This season the first play it performs will be a Halloween play by
John Van Druten, “Bell, Book and

Candle.” The play opened last Fri-

day and will be ceiiennd on

it is a light, romantic comedy with
good roles that the public can re-

late to.

and D stress.
Dave Hamilton and Gloria Montgomery star in the North socner of Fifth were
supported
Coast Repertory Theatre's production of “Bell, Book and — Renovations

the Humboldt Area Foundation,

Candle.

casts a spell on Shep, who is engaged, to make him fallin love with

her.

y complicated
is further
The stor
when her brother Nicky convinces

director, and I always like working at NCRT. I also Tike working

with my cousin, who

Queenie, in the play. The role is
_also very challenging.”

and other local businesses.

However, it was not always this”
way. Sixteen years ago the theater

an author named Redlitchtowrite

© “The character undergoes a

was a Salvation Army Hall;

that, as a witch, she can’t fall in

Stage manager Mariah Powell

NCRTis Eureka’s only commu-

a book about witches by convincing him he’s a witch.
The plot takes an unexpected
twist and leads to some hilarious
situations when Gillian discovers
love.
Gloria Montgomery, who plays

Gillian, said,“I like the castandthe

CLASSES IN:
African

transformation. The play is a romance, which can be challenging.
That it’s also a comedy makes it
even more challenging,” Montgomery said.

through the support and time of
volunteers it has become a 134seat house that includes a lounge
area for the conveand concession
nience of the public.

said what she likes about working _ nity theater, and its goal is to put
with the theater is“the small, on quality theater that is accessible,

quaint surrounding, and I’ve got- _ affordable and enjoyable.

Middle Eastern Dance

Creative Movement for Children

822-8087 ¢ 826-9612

las

eit

special events

Modern Dance

824 ‘L St ¢ Arcata

plays

Eureka Main Street, Simpson
the Rotary Club of Eureka
Timer,

EUU

The director, James Read, also
selected it because of the involvement of two witches in the play.
“The witches are quirky and interesting characters,” he said.
The story begins with Gillian
Holroyd, a witch, talking with her
cat Pyewacket about her interest in
a publisher named Shep.
Shep has complained that
Gillian’s sister Queenie is breaking
into his apartment and messing
things up and creating general
havoc.
The fun begins when Gillian

Ozomatli
SUN

SEPT 26

Patty Larkin
i?

SUN OCT

3

Widespread
lille
intro

to unas’:

no experience necessary - Sept. 29, Oct. 6 & 13
Beg. Lindy Knowledge

by

of basic step required - Oct. 20 & 27, Nov.

Int. Lindy Get ready to boogie - Nov. 10 through December

PEE eas:

EUR

NCRT chose this play because

EERE RE ERE RE ERERERERURRRRR UR RERORRRURERERERURRURE

Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays
at 8 p.m. and runs through
Oct. 9.

EUREEREEREEEROOREEOReEeeeee

Repertory Theatre puts on five

ROU

‘an moved to Eureka in June
to go to HSU and became a volunteer in the group by calling to get
more information about their
shows.
She was also the assistant stage
manager for the last play, “Born
Yesterday.”
All of the repertory’s produc= are put on in a newly renovated
salmon-pink building at the

ERUREREERORERE
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Rolling Stone just released its list
of the top tours of the decade.
Included on this list were bands
like U2, Smashing Pumpkins, Nirvana and Metallica. These bands
can put on a rockin’ show. They
use complex pyrotechnics and
have so many roadies you have to

was

ETO OLE

wonder if they mix their own cock-

851 Bayside Road, Suite A
Arcata, Ca

707-822-7641 (phone)

ZE
VEDO®

9552]

707-822-4551 (fax)

azevedo@humboldt!l.com
www.humboldt1.com/~azevedo

Linda Azevedo, OD

Mon-Fri: Well Drinks5 5150
- Sat: Micro Brews S2bottle
=.

Domestic

Beer 15a

¢ General Optometry
© Contact Lenses

Hai Tong, OD
¢ General Optometry
¢ Pediatrics & Binocular Vision
Vision-Related Learning Disorders
° Computer and Sports Vision

lot of one of these shows, but I have

never been financially or geographically that lucky.
Every once in a while, an

tunity to stay close to home and see
a really good band pops up.
You can usually tell when one of

these music giants is coming because every third person you meet

Loren Azevedo, OD, FAAO
° General Optometry
¢ Bifocal Contact Lenses

tails.
Pll admit that I would have loved
to have even been in the parking

‘Resturant SIMAY & HOMAY
~ Gam-l0 pm
TUESDAY. SATURDAY

Bam-Tipm-

OpeEN SATURDAYS - 9:00AM TILL 4:00PM
20% STUDENT DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID

rraaTaTy NT

on the street asks you if you’re going to the show.
Some of the highlights over the
past years have been Ben Harper,
Sir Mix-a-Lot, Ani DeFranco,

Toots and the Maytals.

Now here is a call for all the area
bands to come to the Lumberjack
for coverage. Our phone number
is 826-3271 and the address is
NHE #6, Arcata, CA 95521. Talk
to me!
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Runners dash to
Cross country teams run like
sv Stacie Lvans anpb
Emny Austin

At the Sierra Invitational, in
Rocklin, Calif., the women’s team

LUMBERJACK STAFF
On Saturday both cross country

ll,

men’s and women’s

bd of

i strong with dual vic-

finished fifth among 1 1 teams, with
118 points, behind three other

home-course advan*s Point State Park in

med to be the perfect

teams.

Leia Giambastiani finished third

teams traveled to Rocklin, Calif.,
the future site of the women’s

overall in the 4-mile race at 22:47,

& team finished solidly

NCAA West Region meet. Half of

followed by Molly Alles in 21st,

-meter race, taking
15 points with the

oe

men’s team went to Joplin,

-Mo., the site of the Division II Na-

i ilitead saset $0 codlignte againet top
: ~‘tchools around the country.
The HSU men’s team raced
against top runners from NCAA
Division I and Division II universities at the Southwest Stampede
The "Jacks finished with a respectable 10th place overall and sixth
among the Division II schools.
Tim Miller led the Lumberjacks
with a 23rd place finish at 25:40,
followed by Greg Phillips, who
placed 50th in 26:26, Brian

Becky Mello in 22nd, Veronica

Bartosh in 43rd and Melissa
Duncan in 45th.
“I’m encouraged with this showing, especially since we still have a
couple of runners to add to the

times of the day,
gon Tech (60) and
yward (66).

mix,” head coach Dave Wells said.
“It was a great experience to

39.

compete on this course, which will
be the site of the national championships in November.”
After an exceptional season last
year, along with the fact that all the
runners returned, the HSU men

fal

)00-meter race the
ed ahead
of Sonoma,

fhad more competition
ther

and the Humboldt

pb, a group of HSU

with
the visi

theme

ho continue to run
a mater, than from
' schools.

k senior Jason Walker

and women’s cross country teams

took second place overall and was

Baughman at 59th in 26:43, Jason

are on the road to championships

the first official finisher at 26:17,

Walker at 66th in 26:50 and Nick

once again.

Gai took 75th in 27:04, on the

In the first meet of the season, the

Humboldt Invitational on Sept.

8,000 meter course.

19 seconds behind Fergus Breck,
SEE RUNNERS, NEXT PAGE

Allpast week
HSU
sports
undefeated
in sports, all the
‘It was aclose and exciting game,
‘Travis Mari completed a 40-yard
herself

Sept.

as she

11.

runs

in the

She placed

Humboldt

invitational

HSU etecoinatan teams have _ but in the end the ‘Jacks came out _ pass to Jamley Austin.

on

gone undefeated.

13th with a time of 20:00.

Pros make enough
Fans support salaries
—_— Never has this been more obvi-

sion or pick upa sports page,Iread
about professional athletes signing
new, outrageous contracts.
Is this fair? Yes and no.
Athletes make enough money for
their sport that the increase 1S
salary corresponds with the
money they bring iCc
but to say that

ous than now. When players start
to dictate how a coach or owner
runs their team, you start to understand the power the pro athlete has
obtained.
=
Cincinatti
Bengals receiver Carl
Pickens

their

job

worth
than

is

was

more
a

teacher or even the
president of the Lumberjack staff
United States is a stretch.
‘
Growing
every same

u » T was ta
= a team is a

t that
in

winning games. This sounds good,
but too bad it’s not true.

34-31 when Smith made a second

when our fall teams have won all

43-yard field goal for HSU before

touchdown on a 23-yard dash.

The football team defeated
Azusa Pacific 38-34 on Saturday.

The ‘Jacks took a a 31. 24 lead
withnnine minutesa
when

The site's socces ens Raliee
off a 3-0 week Sunday with a 3-1

a

‘

Azusa’s Marvin Smith dashed in
from the 8 yards out to a the score
24-24 after three quarte

a

HSU women’s

goals from Briana Nagle and Sarah
Finney to defeat Western Oregon,
2-0, in Pacific West Conference

soccer action Saturday. With the
win, they ranked 22nd nationally
and improved to 7-0.
The ‘Jacks volleyball team won
3-0 against Saint Martin’s and also
took the victory against Central
Washington 3-2, improving its
record to 7-4.
. The HSU men and women’s
cross country team managed to
dominate the Humboldt Invitational Sept. 11 at Patrick’s Point
State Park in Trinidad.
Jason Walker was the first fin-

pute
wit
_ Bengals owner
M ate Brown.

ipa

Pickens,
a to play for

rown’ 8
het
“Gelther
ls this the trade
plea meof a ot player I'l retire,”
inj

eras pa ar poo oe

ardy of losing his home, car or his

ohverte tatiana
Gl’ comes, in th
uld
owe.
iecue
like to think vole money
isn’t
an issue

when players step onto the field,

family’s security, or is he simply
“ted of playing for a franchise
that
has
last in majority
the AFCof hisCentral Ginished the

=

=

See Pros,
pace 29

soccer team de-

feated Western Baptist 5-1 Friday.
The Lady Jacks used first half

contract —

rown refused to
~

HSU turned the game around in
the end and gained the victory over
Azusa Pacific.
victory over Chico State, HawaiiPacific 1-0, and a hard-fought 1-0
victory over Fresno Pacific.

dead-

ae) is ee
seer
on peas
the team
equalay when
one

but this isn’t the case.

| Giuseppe Cracchiolo nailed a

locked in a

doctor, Ce Tommy Lawler

The Cougars were back ahead at

“In recent memory, I can’t recall

their contests in a given week,”
sports information director Dan
ambianco said.

Every time I turn on the televi-

with the victory.

a

ee

ie

Humboldt invitational Sept. 11 and the Sierra invitational
on Saturday. They finished fifth with 118 pointe.

isher for HSU in the men’s 8,000meter with a time of 26:17, while

Leia Giambastiani took second

with 18:37 for the women’s team.
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Runners: Teams display strong endurance

NORTHTOWN
LAUNDERETTE

¢ CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
an alumnus running for the club.
All-American senior Tim Miller

open daily
still low prices
we

26:18, behind track club runner

Cisco Rubelcava.
He was followed by Gregory
Phillips, Nick Gai and Brian
Baughman.
“The team did really well,” freshman Matt Savage said. “We got a
perfect score of 15, which speaks
for itself.”
Last year the men’s team won the
Pacific West Conference and fin-

\* from 6-9 pm.

\O
eo

as

was the next ‘Jack to finish at

$1 wash

$2 jumbo wash

ws SR”

$1.25 wash

ge

two jumbo washers
$2.50 wash
778 18th St.eArcata

ished 1 1th in the country for Divi-

Next to Hunan Village

*offer good through Sept. 30

sion II. With the entire team back,

it hopes to repeat as conferenee
champion and finish in the top 10

Covenant Orthodox
Presbyterian Church

“NM
Re

at nationals.
“My expectations for the men are
really high this year with the whole
team coming back,” head coach

The Bible Sincerely Believed
and Faithfully Taught

Dave Wells said.
“Our goal this year is to contend
for the conference title and finish
in the top 10 in the nation.”
The men have a tough schedule
this fall, facing top competitors in-

Invites you to a conference...

“It Makes a BIG Difference
What You Believe!”

cluding UC Davis, Chico, Western

With Dr. Charles A. Mclihenny

¢ TUS:

October 8 at 7 p.m.
October 9 at 10 a.m. & | p.m.
October 10 at 9:30 a.m.,10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
at Covenant Orthodox Presbyterian Church

Football takes

Regular Services

victory over Azusa

9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
EVENING SERVICE

HSU football came back after
third quarter to defeat Azusa
cific 38-34 on Saturday.
The action all came after a
dium-light failure delayed

For information call 442-6374
Location of services: 1427 California St. ¢ Eureka
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opening kickoff 35 minutes.

Turnovers marred the offensive
show in which a total of 803 yards
was accumulated. Azusa Pacific
turned the ball over four times, and

HSU gave it up five times.
Travis Mari completed 18 of 21
passes for 319 yards, with eight of
the completions to Elijah Gildea,
including two for touchdowns.
The biggest catch of the game
was Gildea’s last, a 20-yard touchdown strike from Mari that put
Humboldt back ahead with 6:31
left on the game clock, according
to the Hsujacks Web site
(www. humboldt.edu/
~hsujacks/fbstory.html). It took
one last defensive stand by the
"Jacks to keep the lead.
Twice Humboldt appeared to
have stopped the Cougars, but
consecutive pass-interference calls
on fourth-and-long kept the Azuza
drive alive.
Three minutes later the Cougars
tacked on a 28-yard field goal by
Micha Spellman to take a 10-0
lead.
The first quarter ended with a
touchdown by Mari, leaving HSU
behind 10-7.

summer’s Junior Olympics, didn’t

young, they have big goals and are
ready toreachthem.
“The team has really good front
runners who will contend for the
top three places in regionals,” assistant coach Tracy Hellman said.
“They are young but good.”
Seattle Pacific is one university
that will be a challenge for the Lady

assistant coach Tracy Hellman

Jacks.

Washington and Hawaii, Wells
said.
HSU sophomore Louie White,

who

finished

sixth

in

this

compete in this meet.
“We wanted to hold him out of
action for the first few meets to
make sure he is mentally rested,”
said.
The women started the season
opener with an important success
against Sonoma to prove their
strength as a young team.
Senior Leia Giambastiani placed
second with a time of 18:37, three

seconds behind Mindy Smith of

Sonoma State.

HSU junior Molly Alles finished
fifth in the race at 18:53, followed

by

Becky

Mellow

and

Faye

Brickwedel, who finished sixth

and eighth respectively.
“The women’s team had a really
good recruiting year, and every-

body is back from last year,” Wells
said. “They have a really good

:

“Year in and year out they are the
strongest team,” Wells said, “be-

cause they are able to recruit
worldwide.”
As for this season, Hellman has

high hopes for the women.
“They have a very good chance
of qualifying for nationals, which
is the top three in the region,” he
said.
He

was

pleased

with

the

women’s competitive spirit, which
was illustrated by the pack of five
crossing the finish within seconds
of each other.
When the “Jacks go to regionals
in early November, the men will
run 10,000 meters. For the first

chance to make nationals.”
Even though the Lady Jacks are

time in NCAA history, the women
are required to run 6,000 meters.

With 5:19 remaining in the second quarter, Mari fired a 36-yard
pass that Gildea grabbed in the
corner of the end zone.

tory and 1-1 in the PacWest.

Another HSU turnover set up a
touchdown for the Cougars.
Azusa’s Jack Williams carried the
ball in for a one-yard touchdown.
By halftime HSU was up 21-17.

after 21-yard scoring strike from
Mari to Austin.
The score was tied 24-24 when
HSU’s Giuseppe Cracchiola made

a 43-yard field goal, and Azusa’s

Marvin Smith ran in from eight
yards out after three quarters.
The Cougars were back in the

lead when Micha Spellman kicked
a 24-yard field goal.

With nine minutes remaining in

the game, Mari completed a 40yard pass to Austin which set the
‘Jacks up 31-24.
Azusa was ahead 34-31 when
Smith scored his second touchdown on a 23Gildea took

dash.
the lead back for the

‘Jacks when he caught a 20-yard
touchdown pass from Mari, which
led them to the victory in the end.

On Saturday, HSU travels to
Willamette University in Salem,

Ore., for a non-conference game.

Lady Jacks spike

path to victory
The ‘Jacks defeated Saint
Martin’s College in straight sets,
15-12, 15-1, 15-13, Thursday
night.
“It was a good win even though
we didn’t play that well,” head
coach Tina Raddish said. “It’s nice
to get a conference win.”
The "Jacks are 6-4 overall with
the Pacific West Conference vic-

“We don’t win at this level on
Saturday,” Raddish said.
Keleise Tupuola led the team
with 14 kills and 13 digs. The
‘Jacks were out-played at defense
by the underdogs.

“We had a strong second game.
We weren’t hitting and didn’t play

defense in the first and third
games,” Raddish said.
“We need to work or. putting the
game away earlier.”

Gianina Pellegrini added 12 kills

and two blocks, and Melinda

Lucht had 10 kills. Joella Schiepan
and Rachel Halverson each had
seven kills for HSU.

HSU has won six of its last seven

matches after opening the season

0-3.
The ‘Jacks had another victory
over Central Washington on Saturday, 12-15, 15-12, 15-10, 14-16,
15-10.
Pellegrini had 26 kills, 20 digs
and seven blocks.
“Gianina played awesome tonight,” HSU assistant coach
Shawn Wilson said.
“In the last game she was hurt,
but she continued to play great to _
help the team win.”
Tupuola produced 15 kills and
22 digs to help the cause as the
‘Jacks improve to 7-4 overall and
2-1 in the Pacific West Conference.
Schiepan also had 15 kills.
Halverson played well defensively
and had 19 digs with six blocks.
The team will travel to face
PacWest foes Western Washington
and Seattle Pacific next weekend
at 7 p.m.
(ED
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Pros: aking
reer?
Pickens eventually caved in and

signed a contract that will pay him
$6 million a year for the next five

years.

Although Pickens received the

contract he desired, he has to earn

it for a team he said he would never

play for again.
In this case, it’s good to see the
athlete not getting what he wanted
entirely, but it hurt the sport as a

whole. Now players in similar situations will want more money than
they’re worth.

My advice for players following
in his footsteps is to get your un-

grateful butts to work and make
your team succeed.

Every good team starts somewhere, and until players realize
this, we'll have an increasing number of holdouts, trade demands

and contract disputes.
What is the cause of this ridiculous increase in salary and ego?
Every way I look at it, I can’t blame

¢ CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Soccer

claims

victory
HSU used first half goals from
Briana Nagle and Sarah Finney to
defeat Western Oregon, 2-0, in
Pacific West Conference women’s
soccer Saturday afternoon. With
this win, they are ranked 22nd na-

tionally and improved to 7-0.

HSU dominated the play offensively in the opening period, outshooting the Wolves 11-4.

Nagle’s goal during the 19th

minute was a picture-perfect goal,
as she headed Marsha Texeira’s

corner kick into the net behind
Western’s goalkeeper, Crystal
Wells, to give the team the 1-0 lead.
HSU countered after a crossing
pass was deflected by the Wolves’
defense and kicked in by Finney
for the final goal of the match.

The Wolves couldn’t score
against Jodie Charles, who made
three second-half saves for the
*Jacks.

Wells made 11 saves for the
Wolves while Lydia Rodriguez and
Charles combined for five saves
and HSU’s fifth shutout of the season.
The ‘Jacks have only given up
two goals this season, one to UC

Davis and the other to Western

Baptist.

HSU women face CSU Bakersfield on the road Friday,which may
prove tobethetoughestopponent

so far this season.

money for their family or simpl greed?
anybody but myself and all the
other die-hard fans out there.
We're the ones who go to these
sporting events and shell out $50
a ticket, $100 for the jacket and $20
for the hat of our favorite teams.
We’re the ones who support
these professional teams, and in
turn, the players.
The reason the ticket prices go
up constantly is partly because

they need to make more money to

pay for our favorite stars and partly

because they know we'll pay it.

If we stopped going to the games,
buying the merchandise and
watching them on television, do

you think the salaries would start
to decline? You bet they would.
Kevin Brown, pitcher for the Los

fore they return home to play Seattle University on Oct. 2.

add to the problem.
Sports mean too much to me to
just go cold turkey.
Put yourselfin the players’ shoes.

Would you accept a $10 million
contract if someone said you're

worth it?
You dedicate yourself to a sport
that puts a monetary value on your
achievements; it seems only right
to reap the benefits.

UL

I think the most intriguing aspect
of this issue is that there’s no right
answer.
I will still tune in to TBS to watch

all the Atlanta Braves games.

Does that mean I think Ted

Turner is paying Greg Maddux too

7

much money for playing a child’s

game?
Ihave no answer, but at least Ill
be thinking about it.

almighty buck.
Can you imagine how entertain-

The men’s soccer team finished
off a 3-0 week Sunday with a hardfought 1-0 victory over visiting
Fresno Pacific.
The ’Jacks (4-4) once again relied on their defense to carry them
to victory, getting the game’s only
goal six minutes into the game off
ofa penalty kick by junior defender
Ian Danielson.
The kick was set up by senior
two-time All-American defender
John Koven, who drew two defenders and then the foul.
Led by Koven, the HSU defense
faced almost constant pressure in

,

the second half. The Sunbirds

outshot HSU 17-11 in the match

and dominated the midfield after
the halftime break.
The Sunbirds’ best chance to tie
the game came in the second half
when

Brent Hulstrom shot a

header past charging HSU goal-

keeper Colin Garon.

As the ball sailed toward the goal,
Koven flew in from the side and
knocked the ball away just before
it crossed the goal line.
Koven’s energy seemed to charge

untain Bikes <

his team, and the defense collec-

tively stepped its game up a notch.
“This was a huge week for us,”
head coach Alan Exley said.
“Coming into this week, with the
teams we were facing, it would
have been conceivable to drop two

of three. I think it is a testament to

went 3we t
our guys’ character tha
0,” he said.
= The ‘Jacks take their momentum

into the beginning of a three-week
travel to Metro State in (Denver)

face

ing concern, but as a fan, I can only

sion about the issue. Sometimes |
lean one way, sometimes the other.

school and skipping college for the

Dominguez Hills this Sunday be-

then

heavenly solution to end this grow-

lumberjack.

Young athletes are leaving high

road trip next week when they

will

As I said, I have no quick fix or

rofessional athletes are being
labeled greedy and selfish, but in
most cases, the road they took to
stardom was long and hard. The
odds of becoming a professional
athlete are astronomical.
I guess I will never have a deci-

Angeles Dodgers, isn’t going to get
paid $100 million if the money
isn’t there.
What has happened to sports?

CSU

They

ing college basketball would
have
been if Kevin Garnett and Kobe
Bryant would have played?
Something must change, or athletes 10 years from now will be
signing billion-dollar contracts.
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wanders around freezing. Bicycling is a great
way to shine your love for Mother Earth.

manee

Koree Karr
Student

Alum digs up errors in

Cetera ©

dredging article
In your dredging article (“Bay gets a
dredging,” Sept. 8), I noted a few errors.
The two dredges that are currently dredging (and deepening) the Humboldt Harbor
and Bay Navigation Channels are the

Shee

ee

What, no coverage?
Why no coverage on the English-only
policy of KHSU? Who will translate opera
for listeners?

Stuyvesant (owned by Bean Stuyvesant of
Louisiana) and the Bayport (owned by
Manson Construction of Washington).
The Stuyvesant has a capacity of carrying
11,000 cubic yards of dredged material per
load and is the ship that leaked 2,200 gallons of fuel on Sept. 6-7 when a dredge arm
came loose in rough seas and punctured a
hole in the side of the hopper-dredge.
The Bayport has a carrying capacity of
5,500 cubic yards of dredged material.

The dredges stated in the article are the
Essayons and the Yaquina, which are a little

John Rotter

smaller than the one’s involved in the deep-

Class of ’82

ening project.
These two dredges are involved in the
spring and fall maintenance dredging of the
North Bay channels and the Humboldt and
Bay bar and entrance channel. The Essayons

Drivers need to share

the road with cyclists
The article on bicyclists (“Authorities
emphasize area bicycle laws,” Sept. 15)
ended with the statement, “Drivers are not

always willing to share the road. Bicyclists
need to watch out.”

As a bicyclist with a fairly lengthy daily

commute and no car, I know this better than

anyone.
However, instead of focusing the attention
of how we bicyclists need to “watch out,” I
would like to say SHARE THE ROAD!!!

to all drivers out there.
The roads are ours as much as they are
yours — even ifa car is a much more formi-

dable machine and could inflict severe harm
ona

cyclist.

I cannot count the times that I have been
scared out of my wits, to the point of crying,
by thoughtless drivers who seem to have the
attitude that I am asking for it by being out
there on a bicycle.

Yet I still hop on my bike and face the craziness because the benefits are so great.
My advice to drivers who are coming behind a bicyclist on a narrow road is to
SLOW DOWN!
Ifyou are a little nervous, imagine the feelings of the one whose flesh is out there —
slowing down and passing when it is safe
takes so little time and makes a world of difference. Why are people in such a rush anyway?
I encourage everyone to get out there and
take to the road on a bicycle. You will most
likely feel better, sleep better, think more
clearly, save money and see a whole new part

of life.

Cruising to school and work on a bike,
watching the morning sky and hearing the
birds sing makes it all worth it. You will ar-

rive warm from the ride, while everyone else

normally dredges the deeper bar and entrance channel, and the Yaquina dredges the
North Bay channels.
The ongoing project now, the Humboldt
Harbor and Bay Deepening Navigation
Project, has an EIS/EIR and Feasibility Report available at the HSU Library (dated
April 1995), and an extra copy may be available from the Humboldt Harbor Commission (although I know everyone is running
low).
Thanks for the opportunity to comment.
I look forward to an article maybe this week
on the oil spill.
I’m very upset that this happened since I
used to go to school at HSU, and worked

on this project back in 94-95, and still do
so off and on. It’s a terrible accident that
unfortunately was not expected to happen,
but with ever-changing sea conditions up
there, I guess no one expected it.
Tamara Terry

Class of °86

Wildlife management major

Kudos from Maryland
I visited Arcata in August and fell in love
with it. You guys have a very special thing
going on out there. I lived on campus for
about two weeks during the National
Envirothon Competition.
I would love to keep up with what’s going
on at HSU and was wondering if there is
some way for me to subscribe to The ‘Jack.
If you could get back to me when you get a
chance, I would really appreciate it.
Chrissy Rinkers
Education freshman
Univ. of Maryland, College Park

Community volunteers
are the heroes in oil
spill cleanup
H

ats off to the Humboldt County residents who volunteered to help the
Marine Wildlife Care Center deal with the victims of the Sept. 6 oil
spill in Humboldt Bay.

Approximately 2,000 gallons of spilled oil has caused an estimated $1 million
in damages and left more than 600 hundred birds covered in oil. Instead of lamenting the toll of the oil spill, it’s time to move on and focus attention on how
well the situation was handled.
The volunteer rescue teams and oil cleanup specialists got in there and worked
hard at fixing the problem(s) as fast as they could. And only a week after that the

spill, Clam Beach was reopened with no signs of oil littering the sand.
After the 65-foot dredge arm punctured the ship’s fuel tank, the ship was turned

around and headed back to sea. The damage could have been a lot worse if the
ship had instead completely entered the bay and then stayed there for a few hours.
How was the spill dealt with so quickly? Several dozen volunteers and workers
moved and worked around the clock doing whatever was necessary to help out.
Why did Humboldt County residents volunteer for so many hours and help out

so much? It is because of the sense of commitment they feel, their love for the
community and of course, their love for the environment.

Their efforts ranged from answering phones and making coffee to helping on
the beaches and cleaning birds. Instead of complaining about the strain of the

work or the long hours, the community did and is still doing whatever was neces-

sary.

Because of the volunteers’ sense of commitment to the cause, the aftermath of

the oil spill is just one step closer to getting all of the birds cleaned, getting the
beaches sand free of oil and figuring out what needs to be done next.
That is not to say that the oil spill was a good thing because dozens of birds were

killed and many of the coastal lands were damaged, but the way that the cleanup
process was handled was very effective.
It might be due to the efforts of the volunteers and to knowing more about the
proper care techniques for cleaning the oiled birds that several more dozens of
birds are being saved now than the 1997 oil spill.
Let’s think on the bright side for a minute: there are probably worse places than
Humboldt Bay to have an oil spill occur.
HSU’s modern animal-treatment facilities paired with the area’s environmentally conscientious citizens make a powerful team. Many other rural coastal areas
would have fared much worse.
While the aftermath of the oil spill is still underway and the birds are still being
cleaned, it could have been worse.

Hundreds of mammals could have been killed, thousands more gallons of oil

could have spilled and dozens more community citizens could have preferred staying home on the weekend instead of volunteering their time and effort.
We applaud the members of the community who recognize that the clock can’t
be turned back, but the aftermath of this tragedy can be dealt with.
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must be typed and less than 600 words.
° Letters to the editor can be mailed, e-mailed or delivered to The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6,

by 5 p.m. Friday and must
Arcata, Calif.95521;e-mail: thejack @ axe.humboldt.edu. Letters must be received
city, phone number, major
name,
writer's
the
include
must
columns
guest
be 200 words or less. Letters and
t
and length.
conten
style,
and year in schoo! if a student. They are subject to editing for grammar,
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Radio show is saved, but what about next time?
Spanish news, information and music
are back at KHSU.
The show was initially pulled by KHSU
management last week after a listener complained about feeling “left out.”
But after a ground swell of
public outcry, the show
was put back on the air.
I don’t think we (

should forget about

this

incident

too

If the networks or the papers start giving
an hour or two to one ethnicity, they'll have
to give the same to another.
Pretty soon they would have to devote
an hour a week for news and in-

formation affecting the Aborigine-American community,

if such a group existed.
Eventually there might not
VW
even be time or space for the
news affecting the EnglishTressier
speaking community, right?
I find that hard to believe.

G ta
[s iw

0

by James

quickly because it raises
some long-term questions.
Actually there are scores of good questions, but for now let’s just focus on one.
In the future, how will we decide who

Information is the single largest product
America produces.
We produce more headlines, sub-heads,

gets access to the media and who doesn’t?

teasers, bumps, features and raw data than

Just the idea of having a show in Spanish ona primarily English-speaking station
is a good place to start.
Most of us are used to the idea of Span-

ish-speaking news outlets, especially in
heavily populated ethnic areas, such as
Southern California and New York City.
But seldom, if ever, do we hear a foreign
language used in “our” outlets. They are
supposed to be all in English, right?
Well, show me the law that says that, pal.
I’m nota legal expert, but as a media student, I do know that the First Amendment

guarantees freedom of the press, but does
not say for English-speakers only.
Convergence is the buzzword in our

journalism classrooras. We're told the print

and broadcast industries — once evil stepsisters — are more and more blending together, especially with the interactive
power of the Internet,

We're told to get with the program.
I believe the sameis sue with people
who have access to the agedia.
It used to be that ethnic programs or stations were confined to border towns, or
they had their own separate identity. They

were outside the beltway.
The major networks, NBC, ABC and

CBS, along with major newspapers like
The New York Times, were “white bread

America,” and they set the agenda not only
for what was news but for what was American.
Ethnic groups as a rule were not represented in the networks or newspapers. But
that is changing.
More and more we see Asian-Americans,

African-Americans and Latino-Americans
as news anchors, correspondents and reporters.
The face of the American mass media is
beginning to look less white, which is
good, since the face of the country has always had many colors.
So I ask a very basic question — why not
take the next logical step?
If we need a heavier minority presence
in the media — which I think we do — then
why not give those faces voices?
For example, once a week, the networks
could devote an hour to news about the
Latino community — in Spanish. I’m not
talking about just SAP, I mean an hour of
news about events in the Latino world.
You'll argue that itis a slippery slope.

the world has ever known.
Hell, we probably produce more information in one day than was ever held in

the Library of Alexandria.

All this information fits very easily into
our info-markets and warehouses. More-

over, it turns over very quickly.
Information is gobbled up and spit out

or else tossed into the bargain bin.

We have plenty of room. It’s kind of like
driving across the country. As overcrowded
and built-up as the country supposedly is,
you’re still astounded at the vastness of the
landscape, of how many resources are still
F
untapped.
The same goes with our media landscape. Surely we can make room for others. We can cut out a rerun of “Three’s

Company” or sacrifice a day’s astrograph
in the paper to give space to the issues and
lives of others.

We're still pioneers, tapping into an un-

known country — Cyberworld, the Info
Superhighway, whatever you want to call
it. We are at the edge ofa dynamic and spectacular communications continent.
Let us not make the mistakes our ances-

Homosexuality and Christianity forum should
also include voices from other experts
Those who missed Thursday's forum on
homosexuality and Christianity should be
It was a great experience.
At least30 people strain-

KC

ing to hear the speakers
stood outside the door
ay
music
the
of
building’s Fulkerson
Hall when I arrived gO
— the house was
mi
that packed.
The sensationalist

ken minority language in California.
So again, congrats to Katz and kudos to
KHSU, but I hope we've learned a lesson
for next time.

James Tressler has been a KHSU listener
since 1996. He has also taken two years of
Spanish, but he would listen to a program
broadcast in any language.

version of the Bible,
skirted many questions
posed by the audience,
like so many politicians
0.
When they did answer directly, the re-

©

=

hy grie®

But save a few catcalls, it re-

mained quite civil.

Two panelists from the anti-gay, “You’re

all sinners” side of the issue and two from
the “It’s not even an issue” side took turns

sponses seemed to

be the sepenic regurgitation of a Sunday school lesson
~S
(Yes, I did go to Sunday
&
school when I was young
even if you don’t believe it).
a

oO
in me ~ ashen
knock-down,
ing a
drag-out brawl involving right-wing Biblethumpers and supporters
of the gay community.

That and

Ford’s defensive

manner with some of the audience
members in reaction to a couple of verbal
attacks hurt their credibility, possibly even
with Christians who showed to support

discussing their points of view then turned _ their crusade.
the time over to the audience foraquestion- | The panelists basically cut their own
throats.
and-answer period.
But William Herbrechtsmeier and Javan
—_
Both sets of panelists mainly drew their
support from the Bible’s book of Genesis

SEE CHAOS, NEXT PAGE

and the gospels of Paul.

Forum shows that gays
still get blamed for AIDS
I attended the on-campus forum on last
Thursday on the topic of Christianity and
homosexuality, sponsored by the religious
studies department at HSU.
While I found it to be for the most part
enlightening and educational, I also found
it equally disturbing.

founder of His Way

same. Spanish is, after all, the most-spo-

viously well-read in their

T

ss

respond to alistener who complained. And
we must remember that they responded
equally well to the community after the
show was cancelled.
KHSU has always been a beacon for
people who are looking for something different, for people who are looking for a
place to fit in. The station advertises itself
as “Diverse Public Radio.”
I’m glad the station continues to live up
to its slogan, and I wish Marco Katz good
I practice my Spanish by listening. I’m
sure there are many others who do the

and that gays need to “mend their
ways and find God,” while oboo

In particular, I would like to address
a comment made by one of the

luck with his show, “Rincon Caliente.”

elists preaching that homosexuality is a sin

banging their heads against a wall.

tors made. Let’s include everyone in the
journey this time.
Finally, KHSU management shouldn’t be

criticized to heavily. It was just trying to

Dr. Clayton Ford and Phillip Lee, the pan-

nelists, Phillip Lee,
eho is a Pian.

¢

status was clearly a direct result of his past
homosexual lifestyle.
I saw this as merely another deliberate attempt to equate homosexuality with this
horrific disease — and to an undeserving gay
community, which has borne the brunt of
this epidemic for far too long.

Inall fairness to those not educated on the reality of this dis-

7 Vv € ft

ease, I think Lee owes them
the truth: sexual orientationis
one issue, sexual irresponsibil-

©

ity is another.
Out ministries and a C
Lee is HIV-positive not because
by Teresa Cohen
“converted
homohe was gay, but because he was either
sexual.”
uneducated or careless. I see Lee’s attempt
During the question-and-answer section
of the program, a young man asked Lee if to prey on those unable to differentiate behe knew personally of anyone who had suf- tween the two as his own form of Christian
fered negative effects as a direct result of his propaganda, not unlike the propaganda that,
previously in his talk, he had accused the
or her homosexuality.
gay community of spreading.
Lee chose to answer this question by usLike many other
ing his own “been there, done that,” perHIV
his
disclosed
he
sonal experience:
Christians before
status by sharing his positive diagnohim, Lee used
sis with the audience.

With fairness to
Lee, he did point

on it big lie:
Homosexuality

out that not all

equals death.

homo sexuals

Throwing Christian-

were Coa,

ous,

but made

ity into the mix seems to condone

the price that the gay community has had

more ofa point to
say that promiscu-

,
to pay.

went along with the lifestyle.

Teresa Cohen is an English sophomore at
College of the Redwoods.

ity was a part of being gay and that AIDS
It became clear that Lee felt that his HIV

:

Compiled by Angel Brockett

Have you heard about the dorm lawsuit?

What do you think about it? Do you agree or
disagree with the outcome of the lawsuit?

“No comment. | haven’t heard anything
about the lawsuit.”
Mandy Cook
undeclared student

Chaos: ‘Factor’ finds forum arousing
® CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Reid, the panel members who held the
opposite point of view, also seemed to
know their subject.

They put much of the subject matter
in context of the time in which the doctrine was written, citing other archaic

beliefs of the time — specifically slavery

as a necessity and the repression of
women — in the books Ford and Lee
used for support.
Herbrechtsmeier and Reid spoke with
pointed eloquence and commanded re-

spect, contrasting Ford and Lee.
I found myself agreeing with most of
the commentary from the audience and

Herbrechtsmeier and Reid, and despite
my attempts to remain a mere observer,
I applauded loudly and often.
Several audience members explained

their views in terms of the positive

changes they experienced in their lives.
As a result of their changes in lifestyle

and acceptance of their preference, many

found peace, acceptance, happiness and
love.

I can’t disagree with anyone who finds
any of those things, as long as he/she
doesn’t harm anyone else in the process.

At this meeting I didn’t feel like a
straight man at a gay forum — | was a

person at a forum where people from different walks of life exhibited pride in
their lifestyles and supported each other,

both verbally and behaviorally.
And the funny thing is, I wasn’t hurt
by my being straight and holding heterosexual ideals.
This is because I didn’t even think

about anything except what was being dis-

“Sure. Housing and Dining has been so
full of shit. They should pay up. If | sue,
do | get some cash?”

cussed in the meeting hall.

I just listened and reacted.
My preference didn’t even factor into the
equation.

Melia Keidenthaz
theater arts sophomore

I almost felt sorry for Ford and Lee —

almost — but only because the majority of
the audience members seemed against
them.
I just hope they made it home safely.

—

The only real criticism I had concern-

ing the entire forum is the lack of other
views on the subject.
I don’t believe the Bible is anything ex-

“| feel that it is probably legit for the few who
were affected,but my guess would be that
the majority of the dorm students were not
affected by the noise. A lot of these students
were probably just trying to make some fast

cash.”
Jamie Stuart (left)
psychology junior

cepta collection of books that was written

by men outlining a way to live.

The horde of translations, versions and

obvious, blaring contradictions furthers

that belief.
I thought that other points of view on
the subject from experts in other philosophies would have rounded out the forum

nicely, and it would also show a greater
degree of credibility to those who don’t
believe in the god of the Judeo-Christians
(or any god at all, for that matter).
But I enjoyed the experience anyway.
Congrats and thanks to those who put it
together, and score one for the gay community and its supporters.
Maybe you could put together another

similar forum in the near future.

Erinn Knight is the Lumberjack copy
chief and wishes people would let others

live their lives according to their own conscience.

“| thought they should have got their
money back. They paid to use the facilities, so they should have been able to use
them.”

Mario Matteoli
undeclared freshman
“| agree with the lawsuit. Invasion of our
personal environment, especially for an
extended period of time, creates a stress
that decreases performance ability that has
far-reaching effects on an individual's life."
Vivian Anderson
undeclared freshman
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Bike Mechanic and Sales. Part or full-

FOR SALE

CAVEAT EMPTOR

Used wetsuits, surfboards, skateboards. Buy and sell. North Coast
Sports. 418 3rd St., Eureka. 442-6044.
Since 1973.

Coral Sea T-shirts for sale! Help support the Ocean Club Travel Fund. T-

shirts $13, long-sleeve shirts $20,

Adventure’s

Come and experience Cultura Latina.

or Doug

(x3466)

George (826-7142).

MECHA invites you to come to our meetings held every Thursday at 5:30 p.m.

in the MultiCultural Center, House 55.
Are you interested in changing the face

of the Quad? If yes, then get involved
in the Community

Mural Meetings,

every Wed. at 6 p.m. in the A.S. lounge.
For more info, call the MultiCultural
Center at 826-3364.
Vintage Clothing, accessories and
adult costumes are at FLASHBACK in
Eureka, 116 W. Wabash, between Pine

and California. Tues-Sat. until 6 p.m.
268-0855.

Compaq Armada Laptop, 1590 DMT.
Perfect for school - Windows 95, Word,
Excel, PowerPoint and anti-virus already installed. Internet and e-mail
ready. Modem, 20x CD drive, AC
adapter and battery for use anywhere!
Includes 166 MHz Intel Pentium MMX,
16MB of EDO RAM and 12-inch
screen. Six-months-old, sacrifice $900
OBO. Call Tom V. at 826-7150 or e-mail
tmv1 @axe.
Lumberjack

fice (Nelson Hall East) and check them
out!

FOR RENT

RUMMAGE

SHARE new house near beach,
Hammond Trail. Landscaped yard,
garden. No tobacco/pets. Single room/
person $300. 2 rooms/couple w/private bath $550. Utilities included. 8394501.

laundry, balcony, creek-view, new
building. Lease takeover to August.

Contact Rupp and Associates at 4437091 and/or Sylvie at 822-9316.

"You don't get harmony
when everybody sings the

SALE:

Barn

Sale,

McKinleyville - shelves, chests, grand
piano, good stuff! Everything entertain-

ingly unique. Sat. 25th from 9-4, Sun
26th from 10-2. Take Central Ave. north

to Dows Prairie to Elbutmo Ln.

HELP WANTED

APARTMENT: 1 bedroom, $480.
Arcata, 2292 Alliance Road. Parking,

same note."

Newspaper T-Shirts:

Regularly $14, now on sale for only
$10. Come by the LUN Advertising Of-

LOST/FOUND
LOST black Nike backpack containing
Arcata High Schoo! books with the
name Cade Shores written inside. Left

at HSU Redwood Bowl field on Friday
9/10 during AHS vs. St. Bernard’s
game. A reward is being offered. Call
530-629-2246.

OPPORTUNITIES
Ambition, Not Degree, Required. Major Intl. Telecom Co. wants reps for expansion. We can give you personal
freedom and the chance to motivate
others. Full/Part-Time, flex. hours, call
for interview. 800-259-0471 ext. 2920.
www.excelir.com/taraworks

Larry says... “North Coast Hwa Rang
Do Academy has classes in the Ko-

rean martial arts of Hwa Rang Do and
Tae Soo Do as well as classes in selfdefense, aerobic kick-boxing and now,
Bikram's Hatha Yoga. Instruction is provided in a controlled and disciplined
environment to students of all ages and
abilities. We welcome the chance to
work with all students in developing
mental, emotional and physical

& organizations. Earn up to $4 per
MasterCard app. Call for info or visit
our website. Qualified callers receive

"Everyone is kneaded out
of the same dough but not

ext.

119

ext.

or

baked in the same oven."

-Yiddish Proverb

www.ocmconcepts.com

-Doug Floyd

DYOTA @yuEF

Y

e Brakes
(free inspection & estimate)

D

Electrical Repairs
Cooling Systems
Clutches ¢ Engine Overhauls
Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups

822 - 3770
513

J

Loaner

Arcata

Street,

DATSUN

<—@

HONDA

@

ies and lagoons. Full Moon and High
Tide guided paddies. Group discounts. Licensed, certified, insured
professionals since 1994. Hum-Boats
at the foot of F Street, Eureka. 4435157.

Bikes

Available

SUBARU

re WIEY

tion to safe paddling on Humboidt Bay.
Three outings to different locations,
plus dockside training. Four sessions,

start 10/21, $70. Eureka Recreation
Center. 441-4244.

Leisure classes include: Spanish,
Beginning Shodo, Introduction to
Herbalism, Introduction to Southern Cajun Creole Cooking, Explor-

ing Watercolor and many more
classes to choose from. Call Center
Activities at 826-3357 for more information.
Come play in the sun before it starts
to rain! Sign up for Rock Climbing,

Sailing, Fishing or Kayaking classes

MARRIAGE BEGINS,
TE TINE oF
BEING YOUR ONN

\s

WORST

CRITIC

COMES

To

REVEREND BILL
ESTABLISNES A oe
WORLD's RECORD
TRKING THE ROMANCE

AN

END...

OUT OF A WEDDING

©1999

Brought

to you

Wiley Muller / ditt

by

by

Washington

REDWOOD

Web

Post Writers Group

AUTOMOTIVE'S

quality

Site: www.wilcytoons.com

friendly

service

826-3259

offered through Center Activities on

the HSU campus. Classes are filling
up fast so give us a Call at 826-3357
or stop by for more information.

Canoe and Sea Kayak rentals. Halfprice to HSU students in September.
Hum-Boats Sail, Canoe & Kayak Center. Eureka, 444-3048.
Sea Kayaks, two 16’ Hydra, plastic
hull. $450 each, or $850 for both. 825-

WANTED
TIN CAN MAILMAN buys books, including textbooks,

daily from

10-6.

Cash or trade credit — your choice.
Corner of 10th & H. Friendly staff, wonderful books. Since 1972. 822-1307.
cement

{WILL PAY big $ for
cial Club tickets! Two
for the Van Duzer s'

Vista Sotickets
11. If you

are interested in selli
ur tickets,
please call Amy at 825-8272.
APARTMENT:

JAC
7

:

t-shirts
on sale!
regularly
$14, NOW
elaTA Van WA OL

Looking for a 1-bed-

$350-450 per month. Responsible,

AS YOUR

STUDENTS,
STAFF &
FACULTY
$3/25 words
EVERYONE
ELSE
$6/25 words

Beat the rainy day blues and learn a
new craft, skill or activity or improve
your skills on an old one. Upcoming

room or studio apartment in Arcata,
BND

All in the
classifieds.

Tour Kayaking Lessons. Introduc-

7715.

FRIENDLY

e
¢
¢
¢

Mahvaes
rentals on Humboidt’s bays, estuar-

FREE BABY BOOM BOX + EARN
$1200! Fundraiser for student groups

0528,

Typing services - Fast, accurate, reasonable rates. Extensive experience
with University-related documents.
Contact: Patty Lindley, (h) 442-6642.

Hum-Boats Sailing, Canoe & Kayak
Center year-round tours, lessons and

dence. For information, or to sign-up
for classes, call 822-4958.”

1285.

Sell it
Buy it
Want it
Have it
Fill it
Rent it
Be it.

par semaine. $6/hr. 822-2008.

strength, discipline and self-confi-

a FREE baby boom box. 1-800-932-

SERVICES

ans qui parle francais aussi. 1-2 fois

Humboldt County on back. Contact

Crawford

10th St.,

Est-ce que votre pays d'origine est
francophone? Si “oui” ... cherche
gardienne d’enfants pour fille de 11

search vessel Coral Sea and chart of
Greg

650

Arcata.

hooded sweatshirts $39 with the re-

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Edge,

@ GtO04
BOGQ0G@NVSSIN

Before responding to advertisements
requesting money to be sent or giving
a credit card number over the phone,
you may want to contact the local Better Business Bureau to verify the authenticity of the company. The Lumberjack is not responsible for the validity
of any offers advertised.

time. Experience in bike building and
repair. Willing to gain product knowledge. Resume to: Bike Manager,

HUMBOLDT.EDU ©

professional, mature female with one
well-behaved adult cat. Leave message, 826-0261.

"When you are courting
a nice
girl an hour seems like a second.
When you sit on a red-hot cinder
a second seems like an hour.
That's relativity." -Albert Einstein
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Live Music

Open Mike

Open House

Open mike for musicians and

HumWORKS, the Humboldt

poets,

Flashman, will be at the Red-

Behavioral Health Team of
CalWORKS, is celebrating its

wood Yogurt and Espresso

grand

Bar. Signups are at 7 p.m. and
the show starts at 7:30 p.m.

Harrison St., Eureka from 3 to

with

host

Marty

National Love Your Body Day

will be celebrated on the HSU
campus. SHOP (Student
Health Outreach Program)
volunteers will be tabling on
the quad from 10 a.m. to 2
p-m., and will be showing a
movie at 7 p.m. in Siemens
Hall 120. 825-0898.

Live Music
Rythmic Productions presents
Israel Vibrations with Morgan
Heritage at the Arcata Theater.
The show starts 9 p.m. Tick-

ets are $17 in advance and $20
at the door. 826-0481.

Lecture
HSU’s scholar of the year for
1998-1999, professor of fisheries David Hanken, will lec-

ture on the female dungeness
crab at 5 p.m. in HSU’s Van
Duzer Theatre. 826-3949.

824

6 p.m.

Live Music
Rythmic Productions presents
Leftover Salmon with Yonder

Mountain String Band at the
Arcata Community Center.
The show starts at 9 p.m.

Tickets are $15 in advance
and $17 at the door. All ages

Auditions
The Ferndale Repertory Theatre is holding auditions for its
Christmas musical, “The Gift

Live Music

of the Magi.” Auditions are
from 4 to 6 p.m. Sunday and
7 to 9 p.m. Monday at 517

Andy Quartet will perform at

Third St., in Eureka. Produc-

the Humboldt Bay Coffee Co.,

tion dates are Nov. 18 to Dec.

in Eureka. The show starts at
8 p.m. There is no charge.
444-3639.

18. 786-5483.

Event

The Multi-Cultural Center
will have a “block party” from
Noon to 2 p.m. at House 55.
826-3776.

at

826-7677.

Ragga Soul Jah will play on
the HSU quad at noon.

Event

opening

“ods

Event

The Co-counseling Community presents an evening dedi-

ings by Gabe Iverson and

The ninth annual Hempfest

cated to eliminating anti-

sculptures by Emily Rose
Hoyt.

West, sponsored by the Hum-

Foyer: Sept. 10-23: Photography by Shannon Covington
and Angela M. Casagrande.
Reception this Friday at 3
p-m. Both shows are open to

Conference

work, will be at the Redwood

Park in Arcata. There will be

For location and further infor-

live music, speakers, booths

mation call 677-3128.

and more. The event is from

a conference on strengthening
families, schools and neighborhoods. The conference is

10 p.m.

Karshner: Sept. 3-23: Paint-

boldt Cannabis Action Net-

cation at HSU are presenting

Live news broadcast by HSU
journalism students. Tuesdays
at 5:30 p.m. Channel 12, Cox
Cable. Rebroadcast at 7 and

Meeting

are welcome. 826-0481.

the Office of Extended Edu-

HSU TV News

HSU Galleries

semitism. The meeting will
start at 7 p.m. and is open to
anyone interested in the topic.

St. Joseph Health System and

LUMBERJACK.HUMBOLDT.EDU ©

11] a.m. to 6 p.m. There is no

charge. 445-8981 or 4402100.

from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at

the Eureka Inn. The cost is
$20. Scholarships are offered.
826-3731.

Reception

Workshop

The International Studies Office is holding a welcome reception for two international
faculty-in-residence, Ms.
Albalucia Angel from Colombia and Ms. Gao Qian from
China. The reception is from
12:30 to 2 p.m. in the Green
and Gold Room in Founders
Hall.

The Redwood Coast Writers’
Center presents Copy-Editing
Made Easy with Claire
Josefine. The workshop will
be at The Ink People, 411
12th St., in Eureka, from 1 to

5 p.m. The cost is $25 general
and $20 for RCWC members.
Pre-registration is required.
800-950-5092.

G=zD the public and free of charge.

Workshop
The CCAT will have a genetic
engineering workshop at 4
p.m. Learn about crossing
genes in food production. The
CCAT is located at House No.
97 on the HSU campus. 8263551.

Workshop
The Career Center will hold a
resumé-writing workshop for
business and CIS majors. The
workshop starts at 5 p.m. in
Nelson Hall West 232. 826-

Humboldt Light
Opera
Humboldt Light Opera is
open for registration for its
new performing arts program
for youth 5 to 18 years. A variety of classes will be offered
throughout the year, culminating in a full musical production in the spring. The fall session begins Monday. 8228706.

3341.

Support Network
for Adolescent
e

Derek

Trucks Band
with guest
oo

Kool Keith w/

DJ Spooly
9 p.m.

$15
Spank & Dr.
Jive Slice

9

Uncle Harlen’s
Band & 11:11

Fin,
ve
$4

Open Mike

Parliament

8 p.m.

8 p.m.

FREE

$20

Osso Buco

(Good Company;

8 p.m.

8 p.m.

FREE

FREE

Mike & Sean

Mr. Lunch

8 p.m.

8 p.m.

FREE

FREE

Liquid

Dj dancing
9 p.m.

$3
Latin DJ
9 p.m.

$10

S.N.A.P. meets Wednesdays at
6 p.m. upstairs in the YES
house No. 91. 826-4965.

Send event listings to Fen
Morgan c/o The Lumberjack.
Deadline for submissions ts

the Friday before desired publication at 4 p.m.
Publicati

anteed,

‘|

OFFICE PRODUCTS

Fax (707) 822-0546

(707) so

¢ Computer

95521

and

ribbons

« Computer

paper,

e Binders,

catridges

SPECIAL HSU MEMBERSHIP
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